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From the Editors' desk

Different times, same needs
One hundred and twenty years ago this magazine began.
In the same year, with the slogan. "You push the button: we do the rest',
George Eastman of Rochester. N.Y.. introduced the first simple,
inexpensive camera, the Kodak, and took photography out of the
professional studio, placing it in the hands of the masses. Also in 1888,
John Dunlop, a Scottish veterinarian living in Belfast, invented the
pneumatic bicycle tyre in order to give his 10-year-old son a smoother
ride to school. At first ridiculed as 'pudding tyres', the inflated wheels
soon replaced hard rubber tyres in cycle shops all over Europe. It's
amazing to think of how far technology has progressed in the past 120
years! But through all that time - and since its completion in the time of
the apostles - God's Word, the Bible, has not changed. That doesn't
mean that our understanding of the Bible doesn't change. One hundred
and twenty years ago, the publishers of Needed Truth (NT) magazine
believed there was fresh light to be shared on one of the Bible's great
central truths: God's house on earth. This is the topic that's explored in
our special study feature which we hope you'll find useful as a focus for
personal or group study. This year its theme is 'Builders for God', and
aims to draw lessons from Moses to Paul.
In 2008 the NT magazine still exists because the same need persists,
and with us, the same desire to have it placed in the hands of the masses
for their prayerful consideration. We pray the revised format will prove
helpful under God in achieving this. Yes, the world's a changing place,
and we must apply the unchanging Word to it. Many of the articles in
this issue aim to do that with life-oriented applications and devotional
impact -like our interview on page 14 with Jeff and Margaret, who give
us the Beroean-like example of dealing with doubts by going to God's
Word (Acts 17:11). May we also point out, in reference to that piece,
that while individual failings are alluded to, it's the error of the teaching
that's the focus - error which misleads a great number of sincerely
devoted individuals. I have a friend in a developing country who's a
photographer. We upgraded his camera and repaired his old bicycle
(both of which may have looked 120 years old!), but the gift he
cherishes most of all is his Needed Truth! We hope you'll share the
sentiment; do write and let us know at the address on this page.
Brian Johnston
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The Overgrown Path
Reclaiming lives for God

by Gilbert Grierson, Knocknacloy, N. Ireland
When we first moved into our old farmhouse in Ireland, it had been
empty for about three years and the garden resembled a jungle. Pushing
the jungle back was a major challenge! One area was covered in weeds,
but once cut back, it revealed a hidden path running down from the
house alongside the trees. We cleared the path and clearly marked one
edge of it by setting up an old cartwheel.
Four years have passed since that path was cleared, and because we felt
that the garden was too big to keep all of it tended, we drew an invisible
line and said, "All within this line we will upkeep; outside is left to
nature." That path fell back outside the line!
I looked at it the other day, or at least where it should be! The nettles
and weeds have reclaimed it and the old cartwheel is only just visible
above the undergrowth.
I wonder if that's true of the life that you used to live for the Lord? The
path of service that you trod was clearly marked, much used, an
important part of your life. Then gradually things began to drop off.
Serving the Lord didn't seem to be so important, other things crept in
and little by little the path of service fell into disuse. Soon it was almost
out of sight and out of mind. Almost, but not quite, lost!
Has the Lord been pulling at your heart-strings recently, saying,
"Stand by the roads, and look,
and ask for the ancient paths,
where the good way is; and walk in it,
and find rest for your souls " (Jer.6:16)?
The path is still there, much overgrown, but only waiting to be cleared
and put to use again. It doesn't matter much if an old path in our too-big
garden is given back to be a highway for mice, slugs and caterpillars.
But if thorns and thistles are allowed to choke our clear identity as
Christians, if we merge into the undergrowth of a world that has
despised and rejected the Lord Jesus, then we have lost something
precious, including present rest for our souls.
If so, who can estimate the grief caused to the heart of the One who
said, "Come to me all who labour and are heavy laden, and I will give
you rest" (Matt.11:28) and then went to the cross to pay the penalty that
our sins deserved. He finished His work to obtain rest for us, to be
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given as a gift as we come in faith, and then to be found as we take up
His yoke of service to follow Him.
With unfathomable sadness the Father watches and waits for the lost
child who wanders abroad, squandering precious time and gifts on the
broken things of this present world that cannot last, and meanwhile the
path of service, that, if walked, would bring eternal imperishable
blessings, grows increasingly choked and neglected. Is that you? Take
heart! The Father in the parable that Jesus told (Lk.15) never stopped
hoping and watching: the undergrowth can still be cut back and the
ancient paths of blessing found and walked again.
'Repent' is a biblical word and it is the first and essential step to
rediscovering the old paths. It means 'a change of heart' or 'an about
turn'. Turning back to the Lord takes an about turn, a conscious decision
to put things right.
Why not take up the spiritual scythe, strimmer and anything else that
you need to clear the years of weeds and find again the ancient path of
service. Christian friends will help you as you seek to rediscover the
Bible and in it the One who never gave up on you. All these years He
stood at a closed door at the end of an overgrown path, gently knocking
and saying, Behold, I stand at the door and knock. If anyone hears my
voice and opens the door, I will come in to him and eat with him, and he
with me (Rev.3:20).
(Bible quotes from ESV)
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Is God green ...

... and should we be?
by Peter Andrews, Birmingham, England
Global warming. Sustainability. Endangered species. The impact of
global commerce. These subjects are increasingly in the headlines. We
need to be able to give a Christian perspective on issues which worry
people, or risk seeming irrelevant. So how 'green' should we be?
What is the problem?
Society believes that our consumption of the world's resources is
unsustainable. Future generations face increasing pollution and
shortages of key resources like food, water and energy. Some of the
effects - like oil-spills, or pollution driving the Yangtze river dolphin to
extinction - are undisputed. Others are more debatable, such as the
extent to which global warming is natural. Most scientists think it is
largely 'our fault'; most of us laymen simply aren't qualified to say. So
what's the biblical perspective?
When God created the world, it was 'good'. This seems an
understatement. It is still beautiful now, and we can only imagine how
perfect it was when the morning stars sang together, and all the sons of
God shouted for joy (Job 38:7). God gave mankind dominion over most
of nature (the earth, and...every living thing - Gen.1:28), so when we
fell, nature (the creation) fell with us (Rom.8:20-22). The earth was
cursed (Gen.3:17). So nature's struggles are the direct result of our sin,
and we will never be able to fix things by ourselves. We know that one
day God will heal this earth again. It will enjoy a wonderful thousand
years under the Lord Jesus' reign. Then, when its time is done, God will
destroy it by fire (2 Pet.3:7) and bring about a new heaven and a new
earth (Rev.21).
So what are our responsibilities until then? God delivered nature into
our hands (Gen.1:28; Gen.9:2). He has entrusted it to us. It is ours to
use, but to use responsibly. For example, we are specifically told that
animals are for us to eat (Gen.9:3; Acts 11:7), but Matthew Henry spoke
sense when he said, 'This grant of the animals for food fully warrants
the use of them, but not the abuse of them by gluttony, still less by
cruelty'. This reflects the general principle of the earth having been
placed under our management by God (Ps.115:16). There are other
reasons for protecting nature. The heavens declare the glory of God
(Ps.19:1), but if we live in a city with light pollution, we can rarely see
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them. Most of us feel closer to God when up a mountain than in a multistorey car park.
Excessive consumption?
Pollution is linked to consumption. For those of us in the West, it is
sobering to think about how much we have. In 2004. for every one
tonne of CO2 (carbon dioxide - a greenhouse gas) produced by someone
in Malawi, an Indian produced 20, an Englishman 184, and an
American 400. We can so easily be caught out by the deceitfulness of
riches (Mk.4:19). Relying on possessions (and particularly wanting
more) can quickly damage our Christian lives (Lk.18:25). We may need
to reassess our priorities. There is another aspect to this. Global trade
creates jobs in developing countries. But if the balance is wrong, a
Westerner's desire for cheap chocolate or trainers can lead to
exploitation of child labour in Ivory Coast or Bangladesh.
Opportunity for witness?
For some, 'green issues' have almost become an alternative religion.
Like Paul, we need to engage with people on their chosen ground (1
Cor.9:22). We need to remind them that, while the world is worth
saving, their souls are infinitely more valuable (Matt.16:26).
Where does this leave us?
Should we cancel that flight to visit family (or for teaching
opportunities, e.g. at Bible camp)? Perhaps not. Should we recycle,
think about what we really need, and buy 'fair-trade' where we can?
Yes, probably. But above all, we should remember that God is in
control, and while this earth will pass away, His Word will not.
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Jesus Christ - Before, in and after time

Time for Christ
The Eternal Son
by Peter Hickling, Cromer, England
The Eternal God
Scripture tells us that God is eternal (Deut.33:27); indeed, this would be
part of our definition of God. But what do we understand by it? Our grasp
must necessarily be limited because we are beings who live in time and
space, and we can only explain things in terms of our own experience.
However, we can accept that time, together with space and matter, is a
created thing: it had a beginning, and will have an end. When God
revealed His Name to Moses as, "I AM WHO I AM" (Ex.3:14), the title
meant that He is the self-existent one, unaffected by time. The idea of
eternity as a time-line extending infinitely back into the past and forward
into the future is not sufficient; God inhabits eternity now (Isa.57:15), and
he has put eternity in our hearts (Eccles.3:11) This is one of the ways in
which we are made in the image of God (Gen.1:26). His independence of
time ties in with His unchangeable nature, for time is measured by
change.
The Eternal Son
These attributes of God may seem rather abstract, but they were revealed
in His Son. We shall later be looking at His incarnation and life, but the
apostle John made the statement of His being the very foundation of his
Gospel: In the beginning was the Word, and the Word was with God, and
the Word was God. He was in the beginning with God. All things were
made through him, and without him was not any thing made that was
made... the Word became flesh and dwelt among us, and we have seen his
glory, glory as of the only Son from the Father, full of grace and truth
...No one has ever seen God; the only God, who is at the Father's side,
he has made him known (Jn 1:1-3,14,18). The Son was the divine
executive in creation in the beginning, that is, at the beginning of all
created things, but He Himself is uncreated; He is God. If this is true we
have to accept that Father and Son are both God (and the Holy Spirit
too, by later proofs), yet there is one God (Mk.12:29).
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Jesus used the Old Testament language about Himself when He said to
the Jews, "Before Abraham was, I am" (Jn 8:58). This was a deliberate
use of the words I am: it was the divine name YHWH, or Jehovah.
When He said this, His hearers very well understood what He was
claiming, because they picked up stones to throw at him, the penalty
prescribed in the Law for blasphemy (Lev.24:16). On another occasion
the Jews sought to kill Him, because He called God his own Father,
making himself equal with God (Jn 5:18). Ironically, the cult who call
themselves 'Jehovah's Witnesses' are the ones who most vehemently
deny that Jesus Christ was Jehovah in the flesh.
Does it matter?
Yes, because it shows us the extent of God's love for us. When the
Father gave His Son to share humanity with us and die for us, it wasn't
just like sending someone else, even someone dearly loved - God
suffered. Scripture says of Christ that He through the eternal Spirit
offered himself without blemish to God (Heb.9:14). Father, Son and
Holy Spirit as one God designed and carried out our salvation, and
lifted us up as many sons to glory (Heb.2:10). The apostle Paul sums it
up in Rom.8:31-34:
If God is for us, who can be against us? He who did not spare his
own Son but gave him up for us all, how will he not also with him
graciously give us all things? Who shall bring any charge against
God's elect? It is God who justifies. Who is to condemn? Christ
Jesus is the one who died - more than that, who was raised...
Bible quotes from ESV
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BUILDERS FOR GOD
Moses
by James Needham, Birmingham, England
It takes a team of experts to bring the vision of a designer into a
completed reality. From the moment the architect draws up the first plan
until the surveyor finally certifies completion of a building, engineers,
planning consultants, quantity surveyors, contractors and lawyers all play
a part using their expertise. It can be a long and complicated process, and
will only be a success if the whole team works together to agree the process
and construct the building - all in line with the plans and specification.
It is a very different picture when God commissions His servants to build
something for Him. When God called on Pharaoh to let My people go, that
they may serve Me in the wilderness (Ex.7:16), He had in view a building
which the children of Israel would construct for Him and which would be
central to their service as God's holy nation. No team of experts would be
required to input into the plans, for this building had a great design and a
supreme Designer, one admired by Abraham who himself looked forward to
a future work by the same Architect (Heb.11:10). In this wilderness
building, God would be the Architect, the Designer and the Occupier; its
design and composition were by Him and for Him. The responsibility for
overseeing the work of building it was placed into the hands of one man
prepared for the task: Moses.
Commissioned for the work
As Israel camped at the foot of Sinai, Moses mediated between God and His
people (Deut.5:4-5). There in the mountain, Moses received from God the
promise to Israel of covenant relationship (Ex.19:5-6), and the Law to
regulate that relationship, to which they pledged their obedience
(Ex.24:3,7). The covenant having been confirmed by the sprinkling of
the blood of sacrifice (Ex.24:8), God called Moses to return to the
mountain, where he waited for six days. It was on the seventh day,
perhaps the day that spoke of divine rest (Gen.2:2), that God began to
tell Moses of a building essential to the covenant, in which He would
find His rest amongst His people (Ex.24:16).
It was there that God expressed to Moses His desire to have a dwellingplace in the midst of His chosen people: let them make Me a sanctuary,
that I may dwell among them (Ex.25:8). The instructions Moses
received for the building of the Tabernacle, and for the clothing and
consecration of the priests who would serve in it, were precise and
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complete. The design and pattern for the building were all of God, and
Moses was to oversee the work in strict conformity with what God had
revealed: see to it that you make them according to the pattern which
was shown you on the mountain (Ex.25:40).
The singular importance of this principle is confirmed in its repetition to
Moses on two further occasions (Ex.26:30; Ex.27:8), and its reference
by the Holy Spirit a further three times throughout the Scriptures
(Num.8:4; Acts 7:44; Heb.8:5). When it came to God's design for His
house, there was no room either for human intervention or variation.
God had drawn up the plans; Moses' task was to ensure that the building
met the pattern in every detail. And to make certain that in no part of the
work would Moses have to apply his own interpretation, not only was
the pattern described to Moses but it was also physically shown to him:
our fathers had the tabernacle of witness in the wilderness, as He
appointed, instructing Moses to make it according to the pattern that he
had seen (lit. 'seen with his eyes', 'stared at') (Acts 7:44).
Moses' faithful service
Moses knew the importance and the care with which these instructions
were to be handled. Although he had experienced God speaking to him
face to face, as a man speaks to his friend (Ex.33:11), Moses did not
allow any sense of familiarity to impede the humble and reverent
obedience demanded by the God of the house of God (Gen.31:13),
before whom even Moses said, "I am exceedingly afraid and trembling"
(Heb.12:21).
It was in this spirit of faithful service that Moses oversaw the work of
construction, ensuring that the artisans of Israel should channel the use
of their gifts to accomplish not what was in their own minds, but only
what God had designed and revealed: "I have put wisdom in the hearts
of all who are gifted artisans, that they may make all that I have
commanded you ... According to all that I have commanded you they
shall do" (Ex.31:6,11). Moses carried out his commission, overseeing a
work which satisfied God in every respect (Ex.39:32,42-43). God's
appreciation of Moses' faithfulness was demonstrated on the first new year's
day since the children of Israel had left their bonds in Egypt, when, as the
Tabernacle was reared up, the divine endorsement of the work was given
as the cloud covered the tabernacle of meeting, and the glory of the LORD
filled the tabernacle (Ex.40:34).
The importance of the pattern
Why was careful compliance with God's revealed pattern so important? The
writer to the Hebrews gives the reason: the Tabernacle constructed under
Moses' supervision was the copy and shadow of the heavenly things ... the
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sanctuary and ... the true tabernacle which the Lord erected, and not man
(Heb.8:5,2; Heb.9:11,23). The connection made at the house of God
between heaven and earth, having first been revealed to Jacob at Bethel in
the great revelation of the fundamental principles associated with God's
house (Gen.28:12,17), was maintained in the Tabernacle, for what Moses
was building was to reflect on earth a dwelling-place which already existed,
created by the divine hand in heaven.
An application for today?
So Moses' faithfulness to God's pattern was rewarded as the glory of the
Lord filled the building, and was ratified by his commendation as a servant
faithful in all His house (Num.12:7; Heb.3:5). Is there still an application of
Moses' faithfulness to be found today in believers on the Lord Jesus Christ
seeking to serve Him in the way He desires? The answer must be an
emphatic, "Yes!" as we turn to Hebrews again for the remarkable
statement that the Tabernacle, with its priesthood and services, was
symbolic for the present time (Heb.9:9). The record of Moses' faithfulness is
no mere history recorded for curiosity's sake; it is a record of the
faithfulness of a man in the service of God, faithfulness to be replicated in
His servants today who seek to serve Him in the place where He dwells.
God's house today is no longer a physical dwelling-place, it is a house made
up of believers on the Lord Jesus Christ gathered together to be built up
according to God's design having as chief cornerstone, the Lord Jesus Christ
Himself (1 Pet. 2:5-6). He, by His person and teaching (embodied in the
apostles' teaching (Acts 2:42; 1 Cor.14:37), gives the divine standard to
which the entire structure must relate and the blueprint to which those
seeking to emulate Moses must build. Paul, in his letter to the Romans,
spoke of their having obeyed from the heart that form of doctrine to which
you were delivered (Rom.6:17). In the original language, the word 'form'
means a mould - it was as if they had been poured into the apostles'
teaching, known also as 'the Faith', having their characters and service
shaped by it to fit them for service in God's house according to His
design.
As in the days of the Old Covenant, God still has His design for the place
where He dwells. It is the only design, and He looks for people willing to
build faithfully according to the pattern revealed from heaven, unblemished
by human interpretation. Listening to the one who is faithful as a Son over
God's house (Heb.3:6), may we strive to conform to the pattern of teaching
once for all delivered (Jude 3) that, as servants like Moses, we too may be
accounted by God good and faithful (Matt.25:21).
(Bible quotations from NKJV)
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For further study:
1. What significance is there in the fact that God 'dismisses' his creation
of the stellar heavens in a couple of words, but devotes chapter upon
chapter to the construction details of the small portable structure
known as the tabernacle? What is the present-day impact of stating no
less than six times that it was according to the pattern?
2. Why was the building of the tabernacle essential to the covenant of
Ex.19-24?
3. Later, Ps.132 shows how seriously David entered into God's desire for
Zion. How can we show we are taking God's desire for a dwelling place
as seriously as Moses (Ex.25:8) and David (Ps.132)?
4. How are we to replicate Moses' faithfulness?
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BUILDERS FOR GOD
Bezalel and Oholiab
by Martin Jones, Toronto, Canada
Clue: If this object was available for auction today, market value and
'wow factor' would rival such treasures as the Mona Lisa and the Crown
Jewels.
Clue: This historical object has been almost mythologized and a fictional
quest to find it has been made famous in film.
Clue: An African tribe even claims to have guarded this object obsessively
for thousands of years.
If you haven't already guessed, we are talking about the Ark of the
Covenant. A trickier puzzle, were it not for the title of this article, would be
to name the makers of this Ark, and many other objects in the tabernacle
as well; but no prizes for guessing. It was, of course, Bezalel and
Oholiab.
You can read all about their building project in Ex.35-38. What can we learn
from these relatively obscure men and how they got the job done?
It's hard to overstate the importance of the task that these men undertook:
God Himself would either dwell in what they produced or else would be
served through it. You might expect perhaps that such a task would fall to
someone of 'Heb.11 calibre', even Moses himself, but not so.
Both men were plucked from obscurity and seemed to have quickly
returned to it - and their lineage also reinforces an important lesson. One
was from Judah, the kingly tribe; but the other was from Dan - in Jewish
tradition the lowest of all the tribes. Heritage or pedigree in this instance
was seemingly of no consequence to God in selecting His servants and,
thankfully, that holds true right through to today. Not many of the
Corinthian church were noble and Paul was quick to discount the value of
his background for Christ; we're also told that God is no respecter of
persons. Jesus' disciples included fishermen, revolutionaries and despised
tax collectors. He can, and will, use anyone He chooses.
The meaning of their names might indicate what God saw in them. Bezalel
means 'in the shadow of God' - and to be in the shadow of something
requires closeness. Oholiab means 'the tent or tabernacle of my father'
which might emphasize an appreciation of the importance of God's dwelling
place. Are you close to God and do you care about where He lives? If you
are and if you do, then you can be a builder for God today!
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Filled with the Holy Spirit
The key factor, though, is that both men were filled with the Holy Spirit
(Ex.35:31) to enable them to do this work. Unlike believers from Pentecost
to the present day, in Old Testament times this filling - and instances when
the Holy Spirit came upon individuals - was a temporary phenomenon for
a specific period for a specific task, or tasks - and it seems that the
individual had no control over the filling. We're commanded in Eph.5 to be
filled with the Spirit, and the meaning there is to be filled continually which is now made a possibility because all believers are indwelt
permanently by the Holy Spirit from the point of salvation (see
Rom.8:9).
What does it really mean to be filled with the Spirit? Irrespective of era, we
see from God's Word, that the filling both controls and empowers the
individual to do things that could not possibly be done alone, and, as in
Bezalel and Oholiab's case, always with the overall objective of glorifying
God. Contrary to common belief it is not typified by an emotional or
impressive outward manifestation.
An important question is whether we can really function effectively as
Christians, and collectively as churches, without being filled with the
Spirit? Our two friends and other examples suggest to us that the clear
answer is, "No".
Noah was told by God to build a big boat and given a pattern to follow. It's
perhaps surprising to us that the Bible doesn't specifically say that Noah
was filled with the Spirit to accomplish it - we can guess he would have
appreciated the help in such a massive undertaking! But it perhaps allows us
to make the point that, although the pattern was obediently followed to the
letter without an explicit filling of the Spirit, the result (though vital in itself)
was by nature a temporary dwelling that was fit for man. It was not a place
ready for God to live in.
In other words, since the ark was not designed for God to live in, there was
no explicit mention of the filling of the Spirit.
With Bezalel and Oholiab though, we read about both the pattern they were
given to follow in making the tabernacle furniture and also the filling of the
Spirit. The Spirit enabled the pattern to be followed perfectly and skilfully,
thereby creating a place God was happy to call home.
Being filled with the Spirit and following God's pattern - the two must go
hand in hand.
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The lesson for today
There is a lesson for today for believers who collectively desire to be a
place where God lives and to glorify God by their service. They need to be
sure that they are diligently seeking to follow the pattern for collective
service laid out in God's Word; not by vain repetition or living blindly
by a series of Pharisaical rules, but through the filling of the Holy Spirit
as individuals coming together and being built up as living (i.e. 'lively')
stones (1 Pet. 2:5). To be otherwise risks being barely a suitable place for
God to live in. How tragic to build something which perhaps looks the part
and is attractive to man and yet falls short of what God Himself desires!
If it is so, how then are we filled with the Spirit? It can't be generated
through emotions, which are transient and sometimes hard to control. We
are not told to request filling, but we may infer that we are to desire it and to
be concerned to appropriate it in faith and thankfulness. There was a poor
old Scottish woman whose son had long emigrated to America and became
rich, but was never able to visit. A friend asked, "Doesn't your son ever send
money to help you?" "No," the woman sighed, "but he sends me interesting
pictures!" She proudly brought them out of a drawer. To her visitor's
amazement, they weren't pictures at all, but thousands of dollars' worth of
American bank notes. For decades, she'd been needlessly living in poverty,
not knowing the value of those 'pictures' and not appropriating them by
taking them to the bank, believing that they would be exchanged and used
for good. Hopefully the analogy is clear. God has put all His riches at our
disposal - Himself, in fact -and as the hymn says,
'... flowing through us,
Thou canst use us
Every day and every hour' (Mary E. Maxwell).
The results of filling
What are the results of being filled with the Spirit? We've said that the
overall result is always glory to God, but let's be more specific and
tangible:
■ Deeper understanding and better application of God's Word and will
(Eph.5:17; 1 Cor.2:12-13)
■ Burdened and answered prayer (Eph.5:20; Acts 4:31)
■ Displaying all aspects of the fruit of the Spirit (Eph.5:9; Rom.14:17;
Rom.15:13)
■ Souls witnessed to by life and lip (Eph.5:15,16; Acts 4:8)
■ Vibrant heartfelt worship (Eph.5:19,20; Phil.3:3)
■ Love and respect felt and shown for others (Eph.5:21; Col.1:8)
■ Sensitivity to sin and falling short and a determination to overcome
(Eph.5:18; Rom.8:13)
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■

Hearing and responding to God's direction everyday in the big and the
small (Eph.5:10; Acts 13:2).
Even a cursory glance at this list tells us the amazing results that will flow
from this filling - results that are certainly precious to God like the beauty of
Bezalel and Oholiab's tabernacle! Together, these results will help build a
dynamic community of believers today where God can dwell, and then it can
truly be said of us: ... you too are being built together to become a
dwelling in which God lives by his Spirit. (Eph.2:22 NIV).
For further study:
1. How can we be sure that our building activity today is directed by
the Spirit of God?
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House of the rising sun
Contented enough?
by Jim Seddon, Liverpool, England
The story is told of a young man whose house overlooked a valley.
Some mornings, just as the sun was rising, he could see across to a
house whose windows shone like gold. He longed to live there and
became so dissatisfied with his own house that, early one morning, he
packed his bags and made his way across the broad divide. The journey
took him most of the day and he arrived at his dream house just as the
sun was setting, only to discover that there were no gold windows; the
house was more dismal than his own. Sadly, he looked back to where he
had come from and there was his own house with windows shining like
gold as they caught the rays of the setting sun. Those of us in the
western world are living in societies where discontentment has never
been so rife. Vast amounts of money are spent on materials to provide
us with comfortable homes and luxuries that our forbears thirty or forty
years ago never dreamed about. Leisure facilities are designed to ease
the pressures and stress of life and to give a measure of contentment
that will 'make life worth living'. Discontentment clouds one's vision of
the Saviour and His will for us and robs us of the joy of the Lord and
the appreciation that He alone ... satisfies the longing soul. And fills the
hungry soul with goodness (Ps.107:9). True and lasting contentment is
expressed in the words of Paul to Timothy when he wrote, Now
Godliness with contentment is great gain. For we brought nothing into
this world, and it is certain we can carry nothing out. And having food
and clothing, with these we shall be content (1 Tim.6:6-8).
Contentment does not come naturally to us; it is something we have to
learn and it can often be a very hard lesson indeed. Paul writing to the
Philippians said, I have learned in whatever state I am, to be content: I
know how to be abased, and I know how to abound. Everywhere and in
all things I have learned both to be full and to be hungry, both to
abound and to suffer need. I can do all things through Christ who
strengthens me (Phil.4:11-13).
With this assurance, whatever our circumstances might be, we can rest,
like the poet who wrote,
Enough! This covers all my wants,
And so I rest.
For what I cannot, He can see,
And in His care I saved shall be,
For ever blest.
(Joseph Parker) (Bible quotations from NKJV)
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The Dawkins Delusion
More improbable beliefs
by Peter Hickling, Cromer, England
The man and his book
Richard Dawkins is the Charles Simonyi Professor for the Public
Understanding of Science at Oxford University. His degrees are in
biology, and in particular, he is associated with the advocacy of a genecentred view of evolution, which is said to progress by Darwinian natural
selection of genes, which have characteristics most advantageous for
their own survival. Apart from his academic treatises, he has published a
number of books in strident advocacy of atheism, the latest of which, The
God Delusion1, has achieved best-seller status.
The Scientific Method
We need to state this to understand its limitations. The scientist makes
observations or develops a line of reasoning, and on the basis of this he
puts forward a theory. That theory is then tested by further experiment and
if the two agree the theory is for the time being accepted. Note that the
scientist cannot say that it is certainly true: new facts or understanding
might invalidate it. As a simple example, a schoolchild may know
Newton's laws of motion, and they permit us to calculate motion on earth
perfectly adequately. But when Einstein put forward his Theories of
Relativity, the shortcomings of Newton's laws became evident, although
they are satisfactory for most purposes.
The Scientific Method and God
Dawkins is quite sure that 'God's existence or nonexistence is a scientific
fact about the universe, discoverable in principle if not in practice.'2 The
trouble in debating the truth of this statement is firstly that there needs to be
agreement about data to be relied upon, and secondly there is still then
no way in which one could draw up an experiment to test the
hypothesis.
This is because God is not a process that will always yield the same
result; He is a person (in the Christian view) who makes choices. He
specifically warns that He is not to be tested.3 Therefore the only kind
of evidence that we can use is reliable records of events that have
happened, but Dawkins denies that we have any such records by saying:
'Ever since the nineteenth century, scholarly theologians have made an
overwhelming case that the gospels are not reliable accounts of what
happened in the real world'!4 He continues by mocking the Christian
beliefs that 'In the time of the ancestors, a man was born to a human
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mother with no biological father being involved' and 'The fatherless
man himself came alive after being dead and buried three days'.5 But the
fact that an event is unlikely does not make it impossible. The
probability that a wheel will fall off an aeroplane and land in my back
garden is very low, but this does not mean that you should doubt my
report that it happened, if you trust me.
The foundational fact
The resurrection of Christ is such a fact; it is fundamental to the
Christian faith. The apostle Paul himself admitted,... if Christ has not
been raised, then our preaching is in vain and your faith is in vain and
If in Christ we have hope in this life only, we are of all people most to
be pitied.6 But he goes on to say Christ has been raised from the dead,
and this provides the factual foundation on which the edifice of the
Christian faith is built. This is necessarily a matter of record, not of
physically provable facts, but it is consistent with them. Dawkins'
delusion consists in the assumption that natural selection is sufficient to
explain the whole of biology and human behaviour. And he does so by
believing ideas that involve much greater improbability than Christian
beliefs. Moreover, natural selection as a theory only attempts to explain
what has happened since life became a reality, not to explain how life
itself began and, if we ignore that aspect, and think we are tackling the
real issue, we delude ourselves.
References:
1. Dawkins, Richard, The God Delusion, 2006, Paperback Edition 2007
2. Op. cit. p. 73
3. Deut.6:16
4. Op. cit. p.115
5. Op. cit. p.207
6. 1 Cor.15:14,19 ESV
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"Whatever"
Studied indifference
by Martin Jones, Toronto, Canada
Soldiers returning from a long spell in 1970s' Vietnam had to be debriefed
about the the new use for the word, "Whatever". It seems to have resurged
in popularity amongst teenagers.
It conveys indifference: "It doesn't really matter one way or the other!"
"Whatever" might have been popular with Stoic philosophers in New
Testament times. To them everything was good (virtue), bad (vice) or
indifferent (neutral). Indifferent things were either truly neutral (e.g. the
number of hairs on your head), preferred indifferents (e.g. health or
wealth), or rejected indifferents (e.g. sickness or poverty).
The Stoic way to develop moral character was to select preferred
indifferents and avoid rejected indifferents. It's possible that Paul was
indirectly influenced by Stoic philosophy, refined through his Christian
worldview. This possibility unlocks many scriptures. Paul was clearly
indifferent towards some things, but certainly NOT others, as shown in
how he wrote on some fundamental topics:
Food (Phil.4:12) - one of the 'bare necessities' of life (yet think of the
many episodes in scripture where food or drink led to downfall).
Sometimes we are guilty of living to eat rather than eating to live, yet Paul
was indifferent whether he ate or not! Eating was only 'preferred' as it
gave him energy to do the Lord's work.
Life and Death (Phil.1:20-26) Many go to great lengths to prolong life
through medication, diets, transplants, operations, etc. Life was a
preferred indifferent for Paul for opportunities it gave to engage in fruitful
service, but not because it was inherently preferable to dying.
Marriage (1 Cor.7:25-38) Paul was concerned that it could distract us
from pleasing the Lord, but recognized singleness could be a hindrance
or a help, dependent on what is made of this circumstance.
Freedom (1 Cor.7:20-23) William Wilberforce dedicated his life to the
great cause of abolishing slavery, but Paul's point was what really
matters is whether people are set free from Satan's slavery to serve the
Master.
Identity (Gal.3:28; Rom.10:12) There's a great deal of pride in
nationality, from singing national anthems to the extreme of ethnic
cleansing. But to Paul, the important thing is that our citizenship is in
heaven.
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Circumcision (1 Cor.7:18-23) Paul said that if circumcision gives the
impression that it makes you one of God's people, then it's a bad thing.
But it's inherently truly neutral - therefore no need to become
uncircumcised!
Space precludes us expanding on things that inherently mattered to
Paul, but conduct your own study on these and also find more:
The progress of the gospel (Phil.1:18-21)
The exaltation of Christ (Phil.1:18-21)
Love (l Cor.13)
Faith through love (Gal.5:6)
Living in the new creation (Gal.6:15)
In today's culture, what's important to us and what are we indifferent to?
On what criteria do we base key decisions every day - to satisfy
ourselves or the Lord? Things and circumstances are not the issue, but
they can significantly impact our service for the Lord. We need to
carefully select the 'preferred indifferents' - which can positively impact
our service for the Lord. This might involve, for example, choosing
carefully:
■ where we live
■ where and what we study
■ where we work, and at what
■ who we develop relationships with, platonically and otherwise
■ what we listen to, watch and read
It seems appropriate to conclude with Paul's exhortation - using the
original meaning of the word:
... whatever is true, whatever is honorable, whatever is right,
whatever is pure, whatever is lovely, whatever is of good repute, if
there is any excellence and if anything worthy of praise, dwell on
these things (Phil.4:8 NASB).
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Prisoners of the Tower
Free at last!
An interview with Jeff & Margaret Edwards, Leigh, England
Were there religious influences in your upbringing?
Jeff: Not especially. We both attended Sunday School, Margaret more so.
Generally speaking, I had no real interest in spiritual things, but Margaret
has always been interested in the Bible.
Then tell us how your association with the Watchtower Bible and Tract
Society ('Jehovah's Witnesses' – “JW’) began?
Margaret: It was in 1985 when we were contacted by the Jehovah's
Witnesses. Our children were growing up, giving us more time to think and I remember becoming quite anxious as a result of watching
television documentaries on the threat of nuclear war in the world. A JW I
met in my local town centre of Tyldesley, England, shared Eccles.1:4
about how the earth remains forever. That seemed so comforting that I
found myself wanting to know more. As an animal lover, I confess I was
attracted to the idyllic vision of living in harmony with the animals and all
of nature on this earth.
Jeff: Initially, I'd eavesdrop on Margaret's discussions, but soon we were
both having home 'Bible studies' together with our JW contact - except I
should point out that, although the Bible was used, it was their own
translation and used only to support their books. The book used for study
was 'Living forever on a Paradise earth'. This was standard practice for all
new converts. Living again in a paradise on earth was an appealing idea
to both of us in a troubled world, and after 18 months, we were baptized
with them in the Northenden Kingdom Hall as a public declaration of our
acceptance of JW doctrine.
I understand that began an association that was to last for some 18 years.
How would you sum up that period?
Margaret: I can remember wanting to take a full part in the annual 'breaking
of the bread' or communion service. But when the bread and wine were
passed around in the Kingdom Hall, no-one presumed to be entitled to eat
or drink - we were told that this privilege belonged only to those who
believed themselves to be included in the 144,000. In the New World
Translation (the Witnesses' own version of the Bible), Acts 2:42 talks
about 'the taking of meals', and so doesn't encourage everyone sharing in
the 'breaking of bread' as a church ordinance.
Jeff: While Margaret loved the life of door-to-door visitation, I had little
enthusiasm for completing my quota of hours per month. I preferred
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giving talks at the study times. After four or five years, I'd lost my initial
zeal. I did receive a 'shepherding call' to ask why I hadn't been attending,
but I could detect no love. However, I did return, sensing a spiritual
emptiness in my life, only to be again disillusioned when changes to doctrine
were introduced by the Governing Body without consultation or explanation.
The Witnesses had dated the end-time generation as being from the year
1914 when the First World War had erupted. When 'fourscore' years elapsed
and the world system had still not ended, I considered the imposed changes
in teaching to be like moving the goalposts. Then there was the time that
the television programme 'Panorama' exposed certain practices within the
Watchtower Society. The Governing Body ordered us not to view it - but
we did, and later found the allegations to be true. It was the way the
organisation handled the crisis that was deeply disturbing to us.
So doubts and various concerns were creeping into your minds. Did
anything else happen to galvanize your decision to leave?
Margaret: Over these years, I'd stayed loyal to them, but my loyalty was
tested when three neighbours and three family members all died in a very
short space of time. I sensed a lack of support and even warmth from my
fellow JWs. During this time Jeff had turned, for three weeks, to smoking
to relieve his stress, and for this he was dis-fellowshipped without any
counsel being given. Although hurt, I was trying to continue to please God,
as I thought then. Yet my loyalty did come to breaking point. I turned to my
Bible and started to read Revelation. I only got as far as the first chapter;
two verses stood out for me -8 and 17. I recalled a booklet I'd received two
years earlier while visiting the home of someone who'd described himself as
a born-again Christian. Contrary to our instructions to destroy such, I'd kept
it for some reason, and now read it. It was the first chapter of Revelation that
really spoke to me. I saw it was Jesus Christ, the first and the last, who is to
come again as the pierced one. When I compared Zech.12:1,10 with
Rev.1:7, and Isa.44:6 with Rev.1:17, I saw even from the New World
Translation that it was Jehovah (the 'LORD') who was spoken of as being
pierced as well as being called 'the first and the last'. As I studied the
coming one described in vv.7,8,1 realized that Jesus must be the same as
Jehovah God the Son.
Jeff: Margaret was ahead of me at that stage. She was reading her Bible
incessantly, not just the JW one, but other translations, sometimes until
the early hours of the morning. She would pray continually to God to show
her the truth of His Word and the correct way and where to worship Him.
One day she set out by bus to look for a place of worship where the name of
the Lord Jesus would be exalted. At the bus station in the neighbouring
town of Leigh, she turned the corner and at once saw a big blue bus with
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'Jesus' on the front - the Discovery Bus operated by the Churches of God.
She was invited to church functions. I agreed with her that this couldn't be a
mere coincidence. From all of this, it really proves to us both that prayer is
powerful and, if used the right way, our prayers will be answered. Soon
we were attending the Family Service, the Thursday Bible Study and
observing the Breaking of the Bread in the Church of God in Leigh. One
couple made home visits to us every week for a year. I couldn't get over
their readiness to welcome questions. You see, the Witnesses never
encouraged us to ask questions. The Bible discussions at Oxford Hall were
a revelation. I loved them, and still do, because it's all based on the Bible,
not upon any other publication.
Can you recall a definite point when you placed your trust in Jesus
Christ as God's Son and your Saviour?
Jeff: Oh yes! I spent - I think it was three weeks - in Jn 14. Repeatedly,
in John's Gospel I was coming across the word 'whosoever' -which was
wonderfully liberating after decades of being second class citizens to the
144,000! Then I particularly remember comparing Thomas's reaction to
Jesus in resurrection with the Apostle John's rebuke by the angel who told
him not to worship a fellow-servant (Rev.19:10 & 22:9). Jesus had
accepted Thomas's worship when he said, "My Lord and my God!"
whereas no angel could rightfully receive worship as a created spirit
being. I now saw I'd previously been taught a lie in terms of the
identification of Jesus with Michael, the archangel.
Margaret: For me it was when I saw Christ's deity in Rev.1. I also
understood for the first time the love of God, in that salvation was by
grace and not through our works (Eph.2:8), as the JWs believe. I found out
that there is no limiting number applied to the offer of salvation. In Jn 3:16
I read that 'whoever' believes will not perish, but have eternal life. As a JW,
I never realised what the Lord had done for me personally. In my heart I
now know He and He alone is my Lord and Saviour.
And what happened next?
Margaret: Although I was very afraid of water, I did want to be baptized.
We spent three weeks with church elders attending baptismal classes
following the approach given in the book 'Going Forward', but again with
everything based on the Bible. God helped us to take the decision to be
baptized and added to the Church of God in Leigh. There was a full hall
that night in September 2006, and we were very happy. I remember Jeff
telling someone, "I can't wait to break bread tomorrow!" And he keeps
saying to people that I've never been happier in my life - which is true!
Jeff: I'd have thought Margaret would've been a JW for life ...
Margaret: But now I can't understand why it took so long to see the truth!
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Purpose in Paradise
By Craig Jones, Toronto, Canada
Mid-October, temperatures in Toronto starting to fall to the cool seasonal
average of around 10 degrees centigrade - time to pack my bags and head
for warmer climes! But it wasn't for a holiday that I headed off to Jamaica something more important than that by far!
Jamaica was colonised by the Spanish in the 15th century, after being
discovered by Christopher Columbus. By the time the British ousted the
Spaniards in the middle of the 17th century, there was very little 'local
labour' that could be put to work on the then burgeoning sugar
plantations. Consequently, slaves were imported into the island, mainly
from West Africa, and so even today, over 90% of the population is of
African descent. The historic cultural mix accounts for the diversity of
influences evident in Jamaica, which is perhaps expressed most colourfully
in the dialect (or is it in fact a language?) known as 'Patois'. Although
primarily English, Patois has definite overtones of several African
languages (including Yoruba), Spanish, Portugese, French and even Hindi
and Mandarin! It's hardly surprising, then, that the national motto is "Out of
many, one people".
Images of clear azure seas gently lapping white sandy beaches, with lilting
palm trees have made Jamaica a must-go destination for holidaymakers.
Despite this international reputation and the benefits that tourism brings,
the evidences of economic hardship and poverty are never far away, from
the bare-foot beggars in the towns and cities, to the ramshackle shanty
houses in the countryside towns and villages. Drivers on the island also
boast of their PhD qualifications - Pot-hole Dodgers!
Jamaicans are by reputation relaxed and easy-going - so much so that in
every walk of life, nobody seems in any particular hurry to do what
they've got to do! It's quite a contrast to the hectic, high-pressured, timecritical lives that many of us in the more prosperous, developed
countries are forced to conform to. Any long-term stay on the island
would certainly cause a change of pace - which, of course, has its
attractions for many people these days!
So then, what could be a more important reason to visit Jamaica, other
than to sample the cultural and climatic delights of this tropical
Caribbean island? Well, in 1980, the Lord chose to put His Name to a
small group of Christians who had gathered together to give effect to
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what they recognised as the New Testament pattern for worship and
service. A group of young men - Clinton Cole, Michael Morris,
Rudolph "Wally" Walcott and Dalton Brooks - were moved by the
Spirit to search the Scriptures for what they believed must be a more
biblical approach to Christian living, church fellowship and worship. A
seemingly 'chance' listening to a Christian radio broadcast brought this
group into contact with the Churches of God in Ontario, Canada. It
wasn't long before contact was made and subsequent visits to the island
resulted in the planting of the Church of God in Kingston in July 1980.
So the opportunity to continue to bring spiritual encouragement and
help to these faithful saints is what brought Dalton Brooks and me to
this beautiful island.
Though isolated by distance, the testimony continues to shine faithfully
from the small assembly in Kingston. There are challenges, of course,
where the demands of employers and the aspirations of young people
towards better education — and hence better prospects - often compete
with the desires of the Lord for those whom He has privileged to be
called into the Church of God in Kingston. But such challenges are not
unique to Jamaica and we must all, in every place where God, in His
sovereignty, has caused a lampstand to be planted, "pay more careful
attention ...to what we have heard, so that we do not drift away"
(Heb.2:1 NIV). And all the people said, "Yeh mon!"
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From the Editors' desk
The best way?
How long does it take to choose the most powerful person in the world?
Well, of course if by that you mean the president of the United States of
America, then the answer is largely determined by the democratic
process in that country. That machinery is now in top gear. Is their
process the best? The actions of democratic governments around the
world are leading some to question that assumption. India, not the USA,
is the largest democracy in the world, but is far from free of political
problems. And on India's border is another populous country where
democracy has been tested this year: Pakistan. Across in Africa,
elections have been held and then disputed in Kenya, with violent
results. Elsewhere election losers, including the current government,
have decided not to accept election results. For them, democracy is only
attractive when you win! It is also worth noting that western-style
democracy is not the experience of a very large part of the world today.
And there is a growing political desire among some religious groups to
replace it, even through violent means. We can easily become absorbed
in discussions about the rights and wrongs of political opinions. Rather,
we should be grateful for any liberty we have to live the way God wants
us to. When Paul gave his direction about Christians being subject to
governmental authorities (Rom. 13:1, cf Dan.4:l 7). his readers were not
living in the kind of democratic society some of us experience. But his
instruction has a relevance that is not lost on all our readers worldwide
in 2008. God remains in control. And still a Christian's necessary and
most worthwhile effect on the political scene is achieved through prayer
(1 Tim.2:l,2). In the Bible there is a God-given template for Christian
activity that has been in effect since the days of Paul. It is non-violent
and requires neither political activism, a specific type of secular state,
nor even its own dedicated buildings. In some Asian countries it has
begun to thrive when just implemented in homes, even when
persecution is the cost of doing so. Full implementation evidences a
spiritual kingdom that transcends earthly boundaries, whose King
transcends all. One of the primary purposes of this magazine remains
the provision of clear direction about how to live holy lives for God, as
His willing subjects in a theocracy. This is the best way. You will see
that fact reflected in this issue's content. If you would like to be part of
its global implementation, please contact us at one of the addresses on
this page.
Geoff Hydon
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Breakfast on the beach
by Graham Schleyer, Liverpool, England
Life with the risen Jesus
We can often compartmentalize our lives into work, family, church, social,
personal, etc. and disconnect the spiritual aspects from the everyday things
of life. But is this right? Following Jesus doesn’t involve a spiritual retreat
cut off from the realities of daily life, for He is a part of the everyday
things of life too. The Lord appeared to the disciples on a number of
occasions after His resurrection, but perhaps it was on the beach (Jn 21:114) that they least expected to see Him. It was when they were going
about their business as usual that He showed them what life with the risen
Jesus was all about. It is about Him being there, encouraging and helping
us at work and home, in our studies, in our lonely and sad moments and
in our times of joy and success. He’s there waiting for us with something
nourishing and sustaining to see us through the day. How does this
happen? Surely it’s through our daily reading in the Word when He speaks
to us and gives us what we need for the day, for the journey. It’s where we
meet Him, commune with Him in prayer and are amazed by Him and
what He can do for us. But that requires reading or listening to it, applying
it and acting on it.
Impact of the Word
Notice that both the scene (Galilee’s shores) and the scenario (no results to
show for a hard night’s work) in Jn 21:1-14 are similar to those in Lk.5:1-11
where some of the disciples earlier learnt the vital lesson that success
comes by doing what the Lord commands. In Lk.5:5 Simon answered the
Lord, “Master, we worked hard all night and caught nothing, but at Your
word I will let down the nets.” It’s so important to daily listen for His
command in the Word. As we read and listen to the Word of God so as to
understand its meaning and discern His will for us, God’s Word will instruct
us and influence our will. It takes clarity (taking time in the Word to
understand its meaning, discerning God’s will for us) and conviction (being
influenced by the Word of truth) to walk by the divine command, in divine
authority (to act upon the Word).
‘Remember the morning watch’
Life with the risen Jesus begins with breakfast. When our day starts with
Him, it usually goes a lot better than we expect. Nutritionists tell us that
breakfast is the most important meal of the day and neglecting it leads to
under-performance. In 1882 a group of dedicated Cambridge University
students set out to spend the first minutes of each day alone with God,
praying and reading their Bibles. They called it the ‘morning watch’ but it
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wasn’t easy to get up on time. They soon found, like other great men and
women of God, that through discipline and the desire to meet with God, it
was possible to spend consistent time with Him. The busier the day, the
more important it is to ask God to guide and help us through it. Our prayer
must be,
In the morning, O LORD, you hear my voice;
in the morning I lay my requests before you
and wait in expectation (Ps.5:3 NIV).
The same young men, known then as the ‘Cambridge Seven’, set out in
missionary service to China, giving up everything for Christ.
“Come and have some breakfast”
We have to go out into the real world to face real problems and cares – a
world of pain and suffering, frustration and disappointment and we need
the Lord with us to make a success of life. He understands and He has
overcome –remember He has experienced life’s problems too. If we start
the day with Jesus, sit down with Him at breakfast, enjoy His company in
the Word and in prayer as He makes Himself known to us, plan the day with
Him and take His advice, then the day will end as it began, counting our
blessings. How much more fruitful and blessed our lives could be if we
responded daily to Jesus’ invitation to, “Come and have some breakfast.”
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One mouth and two ears
The luxury of listening
by Paul Merchant, Musselburgh, Scotland
Andy needed to talk to someone. The fatigue and stumbling caused by his
multiple sclerosis symptoms were not going to go away. Since his illness
started his wife had left him, he had lost his joinery job, money was tight,
and last week his central heating boiler collapsed. He feared Christmas
approaching. He would spend it just with his elderly mother, warming up
a steak pie and watching TV. Life was looking bleak.
His friend Peter already knew about some of these problems so Andy
phoned him. Peter visited Andy that evening. Peter sat opposite Andy,
relaxed himself and listened. He had once lost a job himself so could
empathize with Andy’s sense of failure about work. Andy was angry
about his failed marriage and guilty about his careless use of credit cards.
He resented time with his mother at Christmas. He cried out, “Why me?”
about his multiple sclerosis. After his emotional outburst, Andy
meandered a little more and then resolved to phone his uncle about
visiting him the day after Christmas and decided, after all, to go to the
church service on New Year’s Eve. Peter sensed Andy had the will to see
himself through the next fortnight.
In this largely true account, with names changed, Peter listens attentively
to Andy’s story.
God honours people who listen to Him. He does not stand on ceremony
when He needs to reveal his plans. He used a scruffy thorn bush in the
desert to attract Moses’ attention and speak to him about His great
purposes for the Israelites (Ex.3:4). Samuel was lying down quietly when
the Lord called to him more than once. Isaiah was a listener before his
prophetic ministry started (Isa.6:8). Our English word ‘obedience’ is
derived from the Latin ‘audire’, to hear. Hearing and obedience are
strongly linked. When we are reading the Word of God –listening to His
words – then He expects us to obey them; not for us to have selective
listening, but to hear all He wishes to share with us. In the morning, O
LORD, you hear my voice; in the morning I lay my requests before you and
wait in expectation (Ps.5:3). Through reading His Word regularly we are
being trained in the skills of listening to God. We can then apply the same
listening techniques when we are still – to listen, attend, reflect and discern
in the company of those people who seek our listening ears.
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God highlights for us how He is generous to those who listen to Him. In
the list of spiritual gifts in 1 Cor.12, five of the nine gifts require us to
listen: the message of wisdom, knowledge, prophecy, distinguishing
between spirits and interpretation of tongues.
How Jesus is full of surprises! The first time we are told of a choice He
made about how to spend His own time, doing what He wanted to do, He
spent His time … listening! They found him … sitting among the teachers,
listening to them … (Lk.2:46). The Bible is silent about Jesus’ young adult
life when He would have a listening ear for all the trials and troubles of
the local people who would pass the time of day when they visited His
workshop. Years later, Jesus would take these childhood incidents, like
precious stones from His treasure chest, and polish them into one of His
unique, memorable parables about God and the kingdom. Those stories
about the sheep that was lost; the father who forgave the son who took his
inheritance and then returned home destitute; about the widow who
pestered the judge. John Stott highlights this skill of ‘double listening’(l):
listening to the hurts expressed in people’s stories combined with listening
to God’s message for the hurting, resulting in effective communication
through relevant illustrations.
Luke opens his gospel with the angel listening to Mary’s questions, so he
closes his biography of Jesus with the Lord listening to two grief stricken
men recount their recent trauma as they walk along the road. He does not
jump in with instant solutions, but rather takes His time, shows empathy
with them in their grief, perceives they are knowledgeable Jews and shows
insight by dispelling their grief with His Old Testament Jewish response.
God designed us with one mouth and two ears. He knows our weakness for
talking more than listening! Our God is both a listening and answering
God. We show His love by giving time with uncluttered minds to listen
attentively to others with our ears and eyes.
(1) Stott, J. The Living Church (Nottingham, IVP, 2007)
Bible quotations from NIV.
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Jesus Christ - Before, in and after time

Time for Christ
His life and birth
by John Terrell, Manchester, England
A time to be born
In our previous issue Peter Hickling touched on some of the mysteries
of time and eternity. Certainly it is evident that in God's eternal
purposes time was necessary for the regulation of human life on this
earth. And it was in what Scripture calls the fullness of the time that
God sent forth His Son (Gal.4:4) Furthermore, let it be noted that the
person whom God sent forth from heaven was His Son; not a being
taking that status at birth or baptism, but in truth the Word who was and
is God. However many deep divine purposes underlay the moment of
choice for the advent of God's Son into the world, its historical
timeliness, in terms of human factors, is itself striking. The stability of
the Roman Empire permitted God's massive intervention of grace;
Roman roads facilitated the movement of His earliest evangelists; and
the common Greek language made His Word understood throughout the
civilized world.
Prophetic words
Similarly important, and hugely impressive, is the fulfilment of a host
of Old Testament prophecies in the events of the birth, life, death and
resurrection of the Son of God. To point to but a few of these, we have
the anticipation by Moses of the coming of ... a Prophet like me from
your midst ... Him you shall hear (Deut.18:15). From Mic.5:2 came the
precision foretelling of the Bethlehem nativity. But you Bethlehem
Ephrathah ... out of you shall come forth to Me ... the One ... Whose
goings forth are from of old, from everlasting. Then, outstanding
among the many
remarkable Messianic prophecies of Isaiah, we have the clear and
pointed promise, Behold, the virgin shall conceive and bear a Son, and
shall call His name Immanuel (7:14). And so to its dramatic fulfilment,
Rejoice, highly favoured one, the Lord is with you ... you will conceive
in your womb and bring forth a Son, and shall call His name JESUS
(Lk.1:28-31).
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The Lord from heaven
From the pen of Paul the apostle we have by divine inspiration the
words of Phil.2:5-8; ... Christ Jesus, who, being in the form of God ...
made Himself of no reputation, taking the form of a bondservant, and
coming in the likeness of men ... humbled Himself and became obedient
to the point of death, even the death of the cross. Profound theology
indeed of the incarnation of the Son of God and His sacrificial, atoning
death.
Among men - God with us
Between that miraculous divine invasion of human history and the
redemptive work of Christ at Calvary (of which more in our next issue)
came the days of His flesh (Heb.5:7). The Father had mapped out a
ministry of approximately three years in which His Son would leave an
indelible mark on human history, enabling the beloved disciple John to
write, ... we beheld His glory, the glory as of the only begotten of the
Father, full of grace and truth (Jn 1:14). This testimony encompassed,
and was illuminated by, words; works; wisdom; and supremely, by
love.
In Jn 8:40 we have the Master's uncompromising claim to unbelieving
Jews to be a Man who has told you the truth which I heard from God;
and an unexpected witness to the unique power of Christ's words came
from astonished listeners when, He taught them as one having
authority, and not as the scribes (Matt.7:29). Then, in the Nazareth
synagogue, all marvelled at the gracious words which proceeded out of
His mouth (Lk.4:22). Truth; authority; and grace - the same
characteristics which undergirded the miraculous works of the Son of
God; whether His gracious compassion for a desolate widowed mother
at Nain, or a sightless beggar at Jericho's gate. What wisdom, but that of
God incarnate could confound the tempters who challenged the Lord
about tribute to Caesar, and were met by, Render ... to Caesar the things
that are Caesar's, and to God the things that are God's (Matt.22:21)?
And above all, what love, 'love divine, all loves excelling' -truly, love to
the uttermost (Jn 13:1 RVM). Which leads our reverent footsteps on to
the way of the cross ...
Bible quotes from NKJV.
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BUILDERS FOR GOD
David’s preparation for the Temple
by Karl Smith, Buckhaven, Scotland
This is an article for people who want to give their very best to God. We
only have one life and we want to make sure that at the end of it we
have done something with it that will last forever, bringing glory to
God.
If this describes you, you will be able to relate to King David. He had
fought off Israel's enemies and given them peace and security, but he
wanted to leave a better legacy even than that. It just didn't seem right
that he lived in a comfortable and magnificent palace when God met
with His people in a simple tent. He thought that God deserved to live
in a beautiful temple that would shine out His grandeur and character
for everyone to see. There was nothing wrong with the tent - it was built
to God's own design - but David didn't want God to have less than he
had himself. Unfortunately so many of us are more like the Jews many
years later whom God had to remind about "my house that lies in ruins,
while each of you busies himself with his own house" (Hag.1:9)
David was not the man chosen to build God's house. He was a man of
war and had shed blood (1 Chron.28:3), while God's house was to be a
peaceful place, where even the sparrow finds a home (Ps.84:3). God,
however, valued David's desire to build something that would honour
Him. The detailed plan was personally given from the hand of the
LORD (1 Chron.28:19). The king was so fired up with this vision that
he devoted the remaining years of his life to preparing for it. He saved
up his treasures and the finest things in his kingdom so that his son
could realise the blueprint he had seen. You can imagine father and son
spending night after night in the palace planning for what the young
man was going to build for God.
The new temple was going to be more complicated than the tabernacle.
Indeed, it wasn't just one building, but an interconnected series of
courts, rooms, treasuries for the gifts and accommodation for the priests
and Levites, all surrounding the Most Holy Place, where the Ark of the
Covenant was kept (1 Chron.28:11-19). Each stone would be lovingly
crafted and would fit perfectly into the particular chamber of which it
formed a part. Each of these chambers would fit perfectly into the
design of the temple as a whole. No wonder the disciples said, when
they visited the reconstructed temple that existed on the same site in
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their own time, "what wonderful stones and what wonderful buildings!"
(Mk.13:1)
God is building a house today that will glorify Him even more than the
house David prepared. All believers are living stones (1 Pet. 2:4-5), but
there is part of God's design that can't be realised by us just as
individual stones. Each church of God is, like the one in Corinth, God's
building (1 Cor.3:9) and God has quarried the stones to be built in
relationship to one another in such buildings. And there is part of the
design that can't be realised by these buildings (or churches) acting
independently of each other, any more than the design can be realised
by believers acting independently of each other without being part of a
local church. Eph.2:20-21 is most accurately translated in the Revised
Version of the Bible as it describes the house God is making out of
these buildings:
Christ Jesus ... in whom each several building, fitly framed together,
groweth into a holy temple in the Lord.
In the New Testament, God has passed on His plan as clearly as He
passed it on to David. God wants to see churches of God built into
harmonious and loving relationship with one another across the world to
form a place where He can be seen to live. We need to be as careful as
Solomon was to consult the Architect's plan if we are not to miss out on
its beauty.
David had gold and other precious commodities and he wanted to give
them to God. You too, I'm sure, want to give Him the very best in your
life - your time, your energy, your money, your love. Paul told the
Corinthians that the work they were doing in God's temple would be
assessed by the Architect when He returns:
Now if anyone builds on the foundation with gold, silver, precious
stones, wood, hay, straw - each one's work will become manifest,
for the Day will disclose it, because it will be revealed by fire, and
the fire will test what sort of work each one has done.
(1 Cor.3:12-13)
David brought gold and silver for overlaying the walls of the house (1
Chron.29:4). Gold reflects Christ's kingly glory, while silver is often
thought to have been a reminder to Israel of the price that was paid for
their redemption (see Num.18:16). Any service to God that is based on
appreciation of these things will be cherished by the Lord when he
evaluates our service at the judgement seat. David also gave precious
stones to adorn what was already a beautiful house. Even the wood He
provided to be overlaid with gold would have been of the very best
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quality (1 Chron.29:2,8; 1 Kgs.6)). Whatever we give, we only give
back to God from what He has given to us:
"O LORD our God, all this abundance that we have provided for
building you a house for your holy name comes from your hand and is
all your own" (1 Chron.29:16).
It delighted David that the people followed his example in giving so
generously, willingly and wholeheartedly to the work of God's house. It
was a very joyful time. David prayed, "O LORD ... keep forever such
purposes and thoughts in the hearts of your people, and direct their
hearts towards you" (v.18). It is our prayer that the Christian world
generally will have such purposes and thoughts to work at God's house
in our own time. If you have been challenged by these things, God has
shown you what He wants you to do. Now He says to you:
"Be strong and courageous and do it. Do not be afraid and do not be
dismayed, for the LORD God, even my God, is with you. He will not
leave you or forsake you, until all the work for the service of the house
of the LORD is finished" (1 Chron.28:20).
Bible quotations from ESV.
For further study:
1. In what way is our attitude to God's house (relative to our own house)
more like David's attitude or that of Haggai's audience?
2. What do you think of the 'parable' of the perfect fit of stones and
buildings as relating to our service today (1 Pet. 2:5; Eph.2:20,21)?
What 'gold and 'silver' items (1 Chron.29:4; 1 Cor.3:12,13) are we able
to contribute towards the building of God's house?
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BUILDERS FOR GOD
Solomon's Temple
by David Viles, Dulwich, England
"The house to be built for the LORD must be exceedingly magnificent,
famous and glorious throughout all countries. I will now make
preparation for it."1
Several places of worship - successively Jewish, Christian and Moslem
- have stood on Mount Moriah, in the centre of Jerusalem, over the last
three millennia. The first temple - built by Solomon in the mid 10th
century BC - was not the largest, but was certainly the most sumptuous.
The internal decoration - costly cedar panelling and fir flooring lavishly
inlaid with the purest gold - proclaimed the magnificence and glory to
which King David refers above. David himself accumulated huge
quantities of gold and silver, all to be expended on the decoration of the
temple, in addition to the substantial contribution made by Solomon and
others.2 Succeeding generations of Israel were justly proud of this
exquisite building nestling within the bulwarks of Zion:
Beautiful in elevation,
The joy of the whole earth, ...
The city of the great King.3
The vision
"Is not the LORD your God with you? And has He not given you rest on
every side?... Therefore arise and build the sanctuary of the LORD
God." 4
Builders for God are men and women of vision and faith. Although
Solomon was destined to direct the construction, it was his father whose
heart was first stirred to contemplate a permanent dwelling place for
God. God made no such command directly to David, and it is
instructive to trace the growing conviction in the king's heart that God
was nevertheless calling him to this great project, until he was able to
say with certainty about a simple threshing floor: "The house of the
LORD God is to be here."5
Once he had the vision, its realisation became the all-engrossing priority
of David's declining years, prefiguring the One whose zeal for God's
house similarly consumed Him.6 David's commitment knew no bounds,
permitting him little rest until he had done everything possible to
procure a dwelling place for the Mighty One of Jacob.7
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Making the vision live triumphed even over his own ineligibility, as a
'man of war', to direct the actual temple construction. Like every other
builder for God in the Scriptures, David was a team player. Other hearts
needed to be stirred, in addition to his own, and the elderly king's wellhoned leadership skills were marshalled again, this time to encourage
his son and his fellow-workers among the people. "Be strong and
courageous, and do the work." 8 We can trace the ministry of
encouragement - a vital component in building for God - through
successive ventures in both Testaments.9
The plan
"But will God indeed dwell on the earth? Behold, heaven and the
heaven of heavens cannot contain You. How much less this temple
which I have built!"10
Solomon's words expressed wonder that the cosmic Creator could ever
be present in a structure created by man. But so it was to be - the
culmination of this great initiative was His descent into the finished
Holy of Holies: the glory of the LORD filled the house of the LORD.11
"My eyes and My heart will be there perpetually."12
The temple was designed with reference to the available technology of
the time, and archaeological discoveries indicate that it was not unusual
in its general plan and external appearance. However, the interior and
the external structures (altar, pillars, basins and the 'molten sea') were
distinctive and highly symbolic. The entire complex was the result not
of human design, but of divine inspiration. King David made his son to
understand clearly that the design was given to him in writing by the
Spirit and that it was to be followed meticulously in construction.13
Throughout this series, the absolute necessity will be emphasised of
following the divine pattern in building for God: nothing less is fitting
for the presence of the glory of the Lord, and it was nodifferent in
Solomon's case.
The task
David said to his son Solomon, "... do not fear nor be dismayed, for the
LORD God... will not leave you nor forsake you, until you have finished
all the work for the service of the house of the LORD." 14
The scale of the work to be done was enormous, requiring seven years
of concentrated labour to complete the temple complex. It could only be
accomplished by harnessing all the energies and resources of the nation
and those of the allied kingdom of Lebanon, giving absolute priority,
first and foremost, to the house of the Lord. This preceded the
construction of Solomon's own home and the administrative centre of
Zion, an order which reflects the fundamental principle that in building
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for God, the Lord's things must come first - a priority that had to be retaught to a later generation.15 Happily, Solomon, like David, was able to
enthuse his subjects: the precious materials which were used to build
and beautify the temple were the product of sacrificial giving on a
national scale, from the King down through the entire community.
The people rejoiced, for they had offered willingly ... with a loyal heart
...to the LORD 16
Can anything less ever be adequate in building for God?
Getting the job done required measures which were drastic, but normal
for the time, thousands of Israelite and foreign residents being
conscripted as labourers.17 Their job was to cut, carry and square the
huge amount of stone and timber needed to build the retaining walls and
for the temple itself. However, among his many other preparations
David had identified a band of trained artisans -"willing craftsmen ... for
every kind of service." 18 These skilled men had particular roles in the
detailed work, crafting in wood, precious metal or stone to beautify and
ornament the temple. This was a high privilege indeed, each working
with enthusiasm and operating in partnership with others (Israelite and
Lebanese) to build for God as His fellow-workers.19
The outcome
To behold the beauty of the LORD, and to inquire in His temple.20 I
have loved the habitation of Your house, And the place where Your
glory dwells. 21
Every kind of material lavished on the temple - quarried stone,
Lebanese cedar and fir, hoarded gold, silver and gems - was of the very
highest quality.
Even the massive foundation stones of the temple platform were 'costly' in
terms of the labour expended on their dressing and carving, bringing to
mind the later house built upon the devoted work of apostles and prophets.22
Inside the building, the perfectly squared structural limestone blocks were
joined together stone by stone, prefiguring the unity of the living stones of
the New Testament house.23 These stones - invisible beneath rich cedar
panelling and inlaid gold - provide a lovely picture of the nation's
collective focus not on their own glory, but on that of the God of the house.
Every lustrous surface reflected that divine glory and holiness, to the extent
that no metal tools were permitted during construction in deference to the
sacred nature of the edifice. Here was a place both of glory and of beauty the best that human skill could create to reflect, inadequately, the beauty of
His holiness.24
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Conclusion
"Do not trust in these lying words, saying, '... the temple of the LORD are
these.'"25
The dedication of the new temple was marked by unprecedented ritual and
animal sacrifice. In His response to Solomon's prayer of dedication, God
confirmed both the blessings of obedience and the dire implications of
rejecting His will. While God graced it with His presence, He made clear
that He was prepared to repudiate even this new and magnificent dwelling
if His people's hearts were no longer committed to the enterprise,26
eventually laying it waste in His fierce anger.27
Sadly, Israel came to believe that God owed them His presence rather than
their conduct meriting it: complacency and indolence quickly replaced
enthusiasm and obedience. Israel disregarded the warnings given at the
dedication of the temple and the result was national calamity. Today,
nothing of that magnificent first temple remains. Instead, Mount Moriah is
crowned by another exquisite building with inscriptions in Arabic denying
repeatedly the eternal Sonship of the Lord Jesus Christ. This sad history
is both a continuing warning for all builders for God of the need to hold
fast to divine revelation28 and a challenge to continue to build for Him who,
as eternal Son, will one day have every knee bow before Him.29
Bible quotes from NKJV unless otherwise stated.
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For further study:
1.

David gave out of his own treasure for God's house. What personal
contribution are we making?
2. David's vision for God's house was so acute that he was able to
overcome a major setback (his ineligibility). In what ways have we
encouraged others in building for God despite personal
disappointments?
3. Recalling the lesson drawn from the stones hidden beneath the wooden
panelling in the Temple, what should be our focus today as living
stones within God's house?
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Numinous
by Arnold Elson, Nottingham, England
My three Canadian grandchildren recently came across a new word. A
puzzle required us to think of as many words as possible starting in
‘num’. Of course, most of the words had to do with numerical things
like numbers and numbering, but the suitable words we found were not
very numerous. If you couldn’t get beyond about twelve, you were
rather a numskull! Eventually we came up with the rare word
numinous; it was www.Dictionary.com ‘Word of the Day’ on 23
August 2002. So, what does it mean?
Merriam-Webster’s dictionary has:
‘Holy: filled with a sense of the divine presence’.
Thesaurus synonyms are:
sacred, supernatural, spiritual, sublime.
Numinous was first coined by a German theologian, Rudolf Otto, to
describe ‘a sense of awe-inspiring wonder, where one senses the
presence of God’ (1)
You won’t find the word numinous in the Bible, but its meaning can be
discovered in many places in the Scriptures. It instils awe, reverence,
godly fear and worship.
During 2006, these same grandchildren visited the old reading room in
my village; the inscription above its door reads, The fear of the LORD is
the beginning of wisdom (Ps.111:10). Verse 9 says, holy and awesome
[i.e. numinous] is His name.
One of the boys' names is Jacob. We read in Gen.28:16-17:
Jacob awoke from his sleep and said, "Surely the LORD is in this
place, and I did not know it...How awesome is this place!...the
house of God...the gate of heaven!"
This is the first mention of the house of God in our Bibles; Jacob
recognised this special place and discovered the numinous - 'aweinspiring' - wonder in the presence of God.
Jacob arrived after dark at Luz and, having nowhere to stay, slept out
under the sky. Selecting a stone for his head, he lay down to sleep. He
was restless with such a hard pillow, and had a remarkable dream! The
ladder he saw reached from earth to heaven and angels were passing up
and down it. The God of his forbears, Abraham and Isaac, made great
promises to him from the top, and Jacob sensed the awesome divine
presence - the numinous! The stone pillow became a pillar of Bethel - the
house of God.
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So it has been down through the years as God has revealed Himself to his
own. Joshua experienced it: "the LORD your God is with you" (Josh.1:9).
In Your presence is fullness of joy, sang David at the end of Ps.16. Isaiah
was greatly moved by it as he saw the Lord ... high and lifted up and heard
the cry that shook the doorposts, "Holy, holy, holy is the LORD of hosts,"
and received His important commission (Isa.6:1-4). Daniel opened his
prayer, "O Lord, great and awesome God," and the vision he saw later left
no strength remaining in him (Dan.9:4; Dan.10:8).
Turning to the New Testament, we are impressed by the testimony of John
(Jn 1:14):
…the Word became flesh and dwelt among us, and we beheld His
glory, the glory as of the only begotten of the Father, full of grace and
truth.
The presence of deity on earth is clear: He (the Son) has declared Him
(the God and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ). "They shall call His name
Immanuel... God with us" (Matt.1:23). Later John records the effect of
being in His presence on the Lord's Day: I fell at His feet as dead
(Rev.1:17). The apostles and saints in the early churches of God had a
strong and pervading sense of the numinous, which engendered godly
fear (Acts 2:43).
Sometimes, as we worship in God's holy presence on a Lord's Day
morning, we sing,
Here to our hearts Thyself reveal,
And all assembled cause to feel
The presence of our God
(J.Walker)
- the numinous! Let us have grace, by which we may serve God
acceptably with reverence and godly fear. For our God is a consuming fire
(Heb.12:28-29).
Bible quotations from NKJV.
(1) Glossary of Religious Words and Terms - www.fitzwimarc.org.uk (no
longer a correct site reference)
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Politics and Religion
A curious contrast
by Peter Hickling, Cromer, England
As I write this candidates are battling for party nomination for the
American Presidential elections, although not all states have yet declared.
By the time you read it you should know who has won on each side. It is
strange that the First Amendment to the American Constitution specifically
says Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion,
or prohibiting the free exercise thereof..., yet the 'religious vote' has a very
strong influence on the outcome of the elections, particularly in some
states. In Iowa, the first state to declare, the result of the Republican
primary was a win for Mike Huckabee, a former Baptist pastor, apparently
because of strong backing from evangelical Christians. Barack Obama won
the Democrat caucuses, and he too made a strong profession of his faith,
admitting past errors. Contrast this with England, which has an Established
Church, of which the Queen, as Head of State, is head, yet profession of
Christian faith has virtually no influence on political fortunes, to the extent
that politicians seem almost apologetic about it.
In England, the Archbishop of Canterbury has recently (February 2008)
commented on the tension between a revealed religion and a secular state,
particularly referring to Islam. The lecture in which he made his first
comments was heavy going; rather highbrow and intellectual, although
well-argued. Dr. Williams is a very clever man (much more so than this
writer!), but he misjudged what the practical results of his arguments might
be. He was misled by his acceptance of multiculturalism. Although there
is an Established Church, in practice the British state does give everyone
the right to worship or not as he wishes. You cannot use the force of law to
make the people of a 'Christian country' Christians, but our concepts of
right and wrong are still based largely on Christian principles, and the
majority would definitely accept them. It is therefore reasonable to
require those who live here to accept laws based on them.
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What does Scripture say about it? The state of affairs in New Testament
times was rather different from today; among the early Christians not
many were powerful, not many were of noble birth (1 Cor.1:26), and
their worldly influence was negligible. Although Greece is regarded as
the cradle of democracy, even there only a small proportion of people
could vote. However, the apostle Paul urged the believers that
supplications, prayers, intercessions, and thanksgivings be made for all
people, for kings and all who are in high positions, that we may lead a
peaceful and quiet life, godly and dignified in every way (1 Tim.2:1,2).
This still applies; although the Queen (in England) has no executive
power she upholds a standard of personal faith and devotion to duty
which gives us a duty to support her with prayer. As for the politicians,
popular cynicism views them as mainly open to corruption and selfserving, but surely that is a greater reason to pray for them. Rom.13:1-7
and 1 Pet.2:9-15 make it clear that Christians have the obligation to
obey the government and to pay their taxes, even if they disapprove of
the laws and the purposes to which the taxes are put - the exception only
comes at the point where they must say, We must obey God rather than
men (Acts 5:29). Christian action comes from the convictions of
individuals; a past example in England is Wilberforce and slavery.
Fundamental changes can come through people with conviction and
Spirit power, such as Paul and his fellows had when they turned the
world upside down with their preaching (Acts 17:6).
Bible quotations from ESV.
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How patronising!
Positive patronage
by Martin Jones, Toronto, Canada
Do you enjoy being patronized? Well, who does? But to a first century
Roman it was actually one of their main aims in life! 'Patronizing' had
nothing to do with looking down on people. Two maxims really express it:
'you scratch my back ... and I'll scratch yours' and 'there's no such thing
as a free lunch'! Patronage helps us understand and interpret relationships
in the early church and challenges us to review the priority and basis of
our own relationships.
A 'client' identified an influential 'patron' who would protect him
financially, socially and legally through the patron's networking and own
resources (e.g. providing loans, legal advice or a 'letter of commendation').
In return, the client publicly showed respect and gratitude to the patron
and supported the patron's political, economic and social activities (e.g.
enthusiastically supporting a speech). Often, the client would be 'paid' for
simply being an idle part of an entourage. It created a complex social
pyramid in which relationships were politicized and often temporary,
fragile, exploitative and completely self-serving.
Perhaps some of those in the Church of God in Corinth found themselves in
such a relationship:
You even put up with anyone who enslaves you or exploits you or
takes advantage of you or pushes himself forward or slaps you in the
face (2 Cor.11:20).
Certainly the Church was riven by factions which may have been fostered
by this culture.
Paul was careful not to appear as this type of patron or client to the
saints: What I want is not your possessions but you ... So I will very
gladly spend for you everything I have and expend myself as well... Did
I exploit you through any of the men I sent you?
(2 Cor.12:14-17; see also 2 Cor.4:5)
He refused to accept gifts from the Church of God in Corinth (1
Cor.9:12; 2 Cor.11:9), probably to avoid being indebted to certain
factions, and even avoided baptizing when he could lest he accidentally
create his own 'entourage' (1 Cor.1:14-17). He emphasized his selfsufficiency through tent-making (e.g. 1 Thess.2:9).
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Paul's writings seek to combat the prevalent, "What's in it for me?"
mentality and the lazy lifestyle that patronage could cause:
Do nothing out of selfish ambition or vain conceit, but in humility
consider others better than yourselves. Each of you should look not
only to your own interests, but also to the interests of others
(Phil.2:3-4)
Our people must learn to devote themselves to doing what is good,
in order that they may provide for daily necessities and not live
unproductive lives (Tit.3:14)
Paul also encouraged sole reliance on the great Patron:
Command those who are rich in this present world not to be
arrogant nor to put their hope in wealth, which is so uncertain, but
to put their hope in God, who richly provides us with everything for
our enjoyment (1 Tim.6:17-18).
Paul, and also Peter, expressed in very different ways the impartial
relationship that should exist between members of a church of God (as
brothers and sisters, living stones in God's house or as parts of Christ's
body) and stressed their priority:
let us do good to all people, and especially to those who are of the
household of the faith (Gal.6:10 NASB).
Positive patrons in the early church - Gaius (Rom.16:23), Phoebe
(Rom.16:1-2), Philemon (Philn.1:1,2) and others - used their resources
to show hospitality to 'clients' like Paul, his co-workers, or the Church
generally. The key is that it was offered on a 'no strings attached' basis
with no thought of recompense.
Each church today needs selfless patrons to provide hospitality, spiritual
guidance and practical help. In fact, we all need to be ready to
'patronize' when the Lord directs us; but equally ready to be open to
being a client at times, too. Our pride or lack of trust can often tell us to
'go it alone' and ignore the available resources.
The basis of church relationships should be that they are with 'a brother
(or sister) for whom Christ died', and not because of what they can do
for us, what circles they move in or what ancestry they might have -for
you are all one in Christ Jesus (Gal.3:28).
Bible quotations from NIV.
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Are we missing something?
Filling the void
An interview with Keith Dorricott, Toronto, Canada
Keith Dorricott, an elder in the Church of God in Toronto, has recently
published his latest book 'Are We Missing Something?' NT editors
caught up with Keith to find out more.
NT: What led you personally to write this book?
Keith: In 1988, at the peak of my career and family responsibilities, I
was diagnosed with leukaemia and told there was no cure. But in 1998 I
was in full remission after a bone marrow transplant the year before
from my sister. (I've just celebrated the 10 years anniversary!) Looking
back, there was a succession of miracles that showed it was all in God's
hands and it became increasingly apparent to me that God had
unfinished business with me. I've become convinced that part of this
business is for me to share this glorious truth that He has shown to me
and others. It reinforced a long desire I'd had to see a book like this in
print, and I came to realize I was the one who should write it.
NT: Perhaps an obvious question is, "So, are we missing something,
and if so what is it?
Keith: I think the Christian world in general certainly is. The unrest and
division I see has troubled me and others a great deal over the years; so
many moving about from church to church, without any apparently
deep conviction about with whom they ought to gather. There is such
fragmentation of denominations and differing teachings today. Our
culture celebrates individuality and diversity so much that we can lose
sight of the goal of unity in purpose and service in carrying out all that
the Lord has left us to do for Him. As I peruse Christian bookstores
there is much I enjoy and benefit from. But it surprises me that there is
such a void on the subject of collective service for God, which is so
central in God's Word. So much literature focuses on personal Christian
living, which is absolutely necessary of course, but it's not sufficient.
Perhaps stressing the importance of exactly how God wants to be served
and worshiped is out of fashion right now, or perhaps it's the way it has
sometimes been presented.
NT: Could you perhaps summarize the approach you 'vc taken to try to
fill this void?
Keith: I'll try! I begin by identifying three topics about which many tend
to make critical assumptions, which lead us down the wrong path. Then
I devote a section to each one. The first section looks at the topic of the
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house of God— what it is, what it does and who are in it. What
becomes apparent is how pervasive the topic is throughout the Bible
and therefore how central it should be to disciples today. The second
part focuses on the topic of churches of God as the scriptural gathering
of disciples. One of the key issues explored is whether the New
Testament record of the early church is just history or actually a
blueprint for today. The final part looks at worship. We ask whether all
worship is acceptable to God, explore the nature of true worship and
consider where worship actually occurs.
NT: Might it be true to say you've confidently held the position you
outline for a long time?
Keith: I was saved, baptized and added to the Church of God in
Glasgow, Scotland at a relatively early age—simply because I
understood that it was what God required of me. As a youngster, I
moved to Canada, but it was at university at the age of 20 that I went
through my first spiritual crisis: I began to have serious doubts about
the very existence of God. It took me several months to sort out which
of the beliefs I had inherited had become my own. Over the years, I
learnt and accepted more and more about the teachings of the churches
of God and I even began teaching younger people. But there was a
second crisis in the early 1970s. There were several men in our church
who were older than me and I looked up to them. A few of them left the
church, some I later found out for personal reasons. But two of them
questioned the fundamental teachings of the church, which I had always
accepted. I was de-stabilized by this, but the inner turmoil caused me to
begin an in-depth study from the Scriptures, without reference to
secondary sources or reliance on existing literature. What began to
emerge was a pattern of teaching that seemed eventually to all fit
together. When I asked those who were disputing these things for
alternative explanations—they never gave me any! I had, however,
become convinced, and that was what mattered to me. It had bred in me
a deep desire that more Christians should see what I had been shown—
the marvellous truth in Scripture of the house of God and the churches
of God.
NT: That's very thought-provoking. Now, this doesn't seem like a
lightweight book, so how did you begin to write it? Was it an easy
process?
Keith: No, because I don't consider myself a naturally gifted writer. I
first set out all the points that I thought needed to be covered, and then I
tried to write it in a conversational way. It's a lot of work. I had a lot of
help, such as from my daughter-in-law, Heidi, a Christian who had
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fairly recently come into the fellowship of churches of God, and from
Nigel, a retired executive with a major book publishing company who is
in the Church of God in Hamilton.
NT: We hear the book is set to be distributed in a major Canadian
bookstore—how did that come about?
Keith: Nigel helped me pursue ‘self-publishing’, using iUniverse, a
subsidiary of Barnes & Noble/Chapters book chain. They eventually
awarded it their 'Publishers' Choice' designation, which entitles it to
some promotion in their stores. Nigel is also going to help me promote
the availability of the book through a number of Christian book stores.
The whole point is to get it into the hands of as many thoughtful
Christians as possible.
NT: Given that the book will be available to quite a large audience,
what reaction are you expecting from readers?
Keith: I'm well aware that what was written in the book is not
universally, or even generally, held among Christians—if it were I
probably would never have felt the need to write it! So I fully expect a
wide variety of reactions to it. That's not within my control—I'm quite
content to leave the outcome with God. But it would be remiss of me
not to at least try to communicate it to others. Having said that, I'd be
delighted to engage in constructive dialogue with any honest seeker
after God.
NT: Thanks Keith for sharing with us. We can pray that the book will
be used greatly for God's glory.
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Turn your radio on ...
by John Martin, Leicester, England
That's how it used to be! Thirty years of technological development has
led since to computer and digital reception of unequalled clarity and
quality, with transmissions covering ever greater areas of the world. The
production of 'Search for Truth' radio programmes continues to be
economically efficient and extremely cost effective when you consider
that Search for Truth's potential listening population now covers every
continent of the world.
We seek to achieve clarity and quality in the content and presentation of
each programme, be it gospel, pastoral or doctrinal. Brian Johnston, our
current Bible teacher, has been producing programmes for many years
and recording them with David Shore. I add an introduction, address
details, and hymn selection relevant to each message. We find great
satisfaction in crafting each programme. David sends them via computer
to transmitters worldwide. We pray the seed will reach listening ears and
receptive hearts which will become the 'good ground' and yield fruit 'a
hundredfold' to the glory of God!
Over the 30 years of technological progress there has, in the goodness of
God, also been significant missionary progress. The Lord has blessed His
word, and it has run and been glorified throughout the earth, to the
extension of the Kingdom of God as expressed throughout the Churches of
God worldwide. In 1980, the Church of God in Kingston, Jamaica, was
planted after initial contacts were made through broadcasts from Bonaire.
Then in 1994, the Church of God in Accra, Ghana, came into existence,
assisted through a connection with radio broadcasts from Liberia over the
inspiringly-named Eternal Love Winning Africa (ELWA). In 1997, the
Church of God in Antwerp, Belgium, was planted after a Belgian lady, now
in the church there, received Christ as her personal Saviour through hearing
one of the early programmes around 1980. After lengthy correspondence
initiated via radio, churches were planted in Malawi from 1998.
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Today geographical coverage is achieved via broadcasts from TWR Guam,
Oakville N. America, TWR Benin and Malawi, TWR Europe and HCJB
Australia. You can listen live online at www.twr.org.uk/live.htm and in
North America - www.JOY1250.ca
At our website www.searchfortruth.org.uk you can access information
about broadcast times and how to tune in.
Some of the 'listening ears' have written in, and we are always glad to
receive responses. They might be requesting a booklet or asking a
question. Others make fuller comment. Here are a few examples which
give some idea of the scope and level of appreciation which we receive:
"I am one of your listeners from the West African state of Nigeria on
TWR UK. Your teachings are always a blessing to me ... grateful if
you would send the booklet you are offering on your teachings about
Samson and any other reading materials that will help me grow in the
Lord." CU, Nigeria
"I happen to [be] one of those people who enjoy listening to your
programs on the radio. I wanted to make request for either a DVD or
booklet for the series on 'The 12 brothers'." KZ, Malawi
"We have 12 people in our home study group out of which there are 4
sets of married couples who could share a copy ... I would also be
grateful to automatically receive a new title as my husband and I have
enjoyed listening to 'Search for Truth' for years on our shortwave radio
on Saturday mornings." MD, Scottish Borders
"I'd like to have the free audio visual representation of 'Good news
for believers that's out of this world'. I've read the booklet and I really
don't know how to say thank for what has been disclosed to me." FA,
Lagos, Nigeria
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From the Editors' desk
Time and place
2008 is the sixtieth anniversary of the present day State of Israel. Sixty
years seems small in relation to world history, but not when these relate
to the Middle East, Israel, her neighbours, enemies and allies alike.
World interest is never far from that part of the globe. Scripture declares
divine interest in a land for which the Lord your God cares; the eyes of
the Lord your God are always on it, from the beginning even to the end
of the year (Deut.11:12). The city of Jerusalem has featured in human
experience since early Bible times. Zion. the place of God's choice, was
revealed to David, Israel's king. This issue of NT takes us to 'remnant
times' in the 'Builders for God' series. In every age, the LORD's portion
is His people (Deut.32:9) and their desire should be His pleasure. That
God finds pleasure in a failing people is a marvel and an
encouragement. Read and be encouraged about the days of activity in
the two articles in this series. The One who gave His Father pleasure
was the Lord Jesus Himself, who said, "I always do the things that are
pleasing to Him" (Jn 8:29), and heaven on various occasions declared
that pleasure - "My beloved Son" (Matt.3:17; Matt.17:5).
In this issue we also read of the day of the crucifixion - the time and the
place - all part of the great eternal plan of God. Paul writes of... the
fullness of the times, that is, the summing up of all things in Christ,
(Eph.1:10). He is the centre of all divine purpose. Is He the centre of
our lives? We trust the articles in this issue of NT will motivate and
encourage readers in pleasing and serving God. For 28 years 'Focus'
was a regular monthly feature in Needed Truth magazine. Most of the
articles in the series were written by George Prasher, and frequently the
topic related to Israel. We are indebted to George for his timely articles
giving a scriptural perspective on topical and current issues. Due to
macular degeneration, George's eyesight has deteriorated such that he
can no longer read print and he has therefore retired from the editorate
of NT. We wish to express to George the thanks of readers and editors
over many years for his clear and incisive presentation of divine truth,
not only in 'Focus', but in the many other articles he has contributed. No
doubt readers will remember George in prayer for the Lord's continuing
care. Words from Ps.92 come to mind: Planted in the house of the Lord,
They will flourish in the courts of our God. They will still yield fruit in
old age; They shall be full of sap and very green (Ps.92:13-14).
Robert Fisher
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The Fragrance of Christ
Scent from above
by Eric Willis, Liverpool, England
Most animals have a keen, often specialised, sense of smell. Some use it
to track down their prey; elephants, with their poor eyesight, are able to
detect water holes quite a distance away; 'sniffer' dogs can be trained to
find hidden drugs and other substances at airports.
The sense of smell enables us to be aware of, and appreciate, the world
around us. We are enraptured by the sweet scent of honeysuckle,
lavender or the garden rose, the blossom on the trees, or the freshness of
the countryside after a shower of rain. Fragrance, like the beauty of
sight or sound, helps us to appreciate and enjoy the physical world, but
also has a deep spiritual significance.
Aromas were associated with oil, incense and sacrifice in the service of
the tabernacle.
Moses was commanded by God to take a quantity of fine spices:
aromatic liquid myrrh from the balsam bush, pale yellow cinnamon oil,
sweet-smelling cane, cassia and pure olive oil,
"Make these into a sacred anointing oil, a fragrant blend, the work
of a perfumer. It will be the sacred anointing oil" (Ex.30:25 NIV).
With this fragrant mix of oils and spices the tabernacle, its furnishings
and its priests were consecrated by pouring the oil onto them. The
distinctive smell would not be found anywhere else.
The burnt offering pictures for us the Lord Jesus as He brought supreme
delight to God through the giving of Himself:
"...'the priest shall burn all on the altar as a burnt sacrifice, an
offering made by fire, a sweet aroma to the LORD'..." (Lev.1:9
NKJV).
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The sweet incense which was blended from four spices and salted, is
described as pure and holy in Ex.30:34-38: stacte, probably the gum
exuded by the storax tree, onycha, a spice derived from shellfish found in
the Red Sea; galbanum, the aromatic resinous gum of a shrub, which
enables the incense to retain its fragrance longer; and pale yellow
frankincense, obtained by the incision of the Boswellia tree. Aaron was
commanded to burn it on the golden altar before the veil of the tabernacle
(Ex.30:8). The quantities of the various ingredients are not given, but they
were to be each of the same weight. Christ's excellencies and glories
cannot be measured, but were always in perfect balance. Some of the
incense was to be beaten very fine, revealing His full fragrance and
perfections. These things surely speak to our hearts about Christ, indicating
something of the sweetness of His fragrance to God.
As we come to the New Testament, and to a direct reference to the fragrance
of Christ, Paul writes:
…thanks be to God who always leads us in triumph in Christ, and
through us diffuses the fragrance of His knowledge in everyplace. For
we are to God a fragrance of Christ among those who are being saved
and among those who are perishing (2 Cor.2:14-16 NKJV).
Among the Romans, such a 'triumph' or public honour given to a
victorious general took the form of a magnificent procession wending its
way through the great city of Rome. Musicians and display carts were
loaded with the spoils captured from the enemy: horses, chariots, kings,
princes or generals taken in the war, now in chains. During this time all
the temples were opened, and every altar smoked with offerings and
incense. Imagine the atmosphere and smoking smell of victory that
pervaded the city on such an occasion. Paul saw himself as a trophy of
God's victorious power in Christ. His almighty Conqueror was leading
him about, through all the cities of the Greek and Roman world,
demonstrating His power to subdue and to save. What distinguishes
God's triumph from that of a human general, is that the captive is brought
into willing obedience to Christ, and so joins in the triumph (2 Cor.10:5).
As the smoke of the victims and incense offered on such an occasion would
fill the whole city with their perfume, so the odour of the name and
teaching of Christ filled the whole of Corinth.
The aroma of Christ fills all heaven. May His fragrance fill our hearts and
lives in all our witness and service for Him. As we gather to worship, we
bring our own thoughts and appreciation of Christ; these are blended
together to produce a fragrant and acceptable worship, in the Spirit, to
God.
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Training up children
Prudent parenting
by John Kerr, Ayr, Scotland
Let the wise listen and add to their learning, and let the discerning get
guidance. (Prov.1:5 NIV)
One of life's loveliest experiences is to be at church events for the family
and to note the potential of the babies, children and young adults of
tomorrow. Sadly, experience has shown that things can go wrong. We
must ask ourselves, "Why?" All parents do their best, and what follows is
given only as helpful suggestions from a lifetime of experience.
1. The parents' commitment. I remember a respected Bible teacher being
asked, "What is the best age to start teaching a child about the Lord?" His
reply was, "25 years before the child was born." What he meant, of
course, was that it starts with the parents. If parents are not seen to be
wholly committed to the Lord's things, surely this is disadvantageous for
the child growing up? Children soon notice parents' priorities.
2. Criticism. Never allow a child to hear parents criticizing, or poking
fun at, anything or any person associated with the church.
3. Complaints. Parents should be actively encouraged to attend church
services with their children. If others criticize a child's behaviour, please
consider whether they may be right in their assessment; for I have seen an
extreme case of parents allowing a child's antics to entertain others while
the speaker is passionately trying to speak about the sufferings of the
Saviour. It is distracting for the speaker and worse for those who have
missed the message.
4. The habits of a lifetime. The Saviour did things as was His custom and
it is good for children growing up to be guided into a routine. This applies
specially to prayer and reading, not as a formality, but as a valuable and
necessary part of Christian life, with resultant blessings.
5. TV - useful or Devil's tool? It can be both, so it presents a problem
for the young aspiring Christian. It certainly needs to be controlled. If a
TV set is installed in a child's bedroom (the same applies even more to
computers) control is compromised. In this area the parents' example is the
best influence. I know one family who purchase or hire Christian videos and
sit down together to watch these each week - a wise use of television.
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6. Companionship. Children and young people need compatible
Christian peer company. Wrong companions are certainly high on the list of
things to take our families away from the Lord and our churches. Parents
should be prepared to inconvenience themselves if necessary and ensure
that their children don't drift into wrong company. Peer pressure can be
the strongest influence in a young person's life.
7. Credible answers. We need to provide our families with credible
answers enabling them to defend Christianity, especially when peers and
teachers dismiss it. It is not enough to know Scripture well, although that is
good. Young people ought to know about others' arguments, and how we
can defend our beliefs.
8. Boring services. A favourite excuse for not attending church services is
that they are boring. This might be true, and if so, it's our fault! While there
may be some aspects of our services which children find difficult, for
example some words used in prayers and hymns, parents should take time
to explain what the church meetings are all about. (God is not robbed by
the use of simpler words and expressions.)
9. Divided families and single parents. If only one parent is saved,
for example, this becomes difficult, so prayer support from the church and
friends should be increased for the parent and child. The conduct and
behaviour of the saved parent is going to be the strongest influence in
these situations. The church should be able to provide support, and
crèche facilities should be available for very young children, if possible.
10. We tend to speak more highly of our children/grandchildren than
we ought. Academic excellence is good and should be recognized, but
spirituality is of more value to God and should be the focus for our
families.
Many parents have followed these or similar guidelines and sadly their
families have been a disappointment. Please don't blame yourself. There
are many factors outside your control which contribute. Please continue
to pray, for in later years families often look back with appreciation to their
parents' guidance and return to share the Lord's things with them.
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Jesus Christ - Before, in and after time

Time for Christ
His death
by Ian E. Penn, Nottingham, England
A time to die
Almost half a millennium before His death, the year and month when
Messiah would be cut off and have nothing were predicted (Dan.9:23-27,
Neh.2:1-8). The very day of the month was foreshadowed in Jewish
festivals dating back over 1200 years before the event (Deut.16:1-8). The
gospels actually count down its day-time hours through the third, sixth and
ninth hours by local reckoning. In all the Scriptures, no day is forecast so
accurately from such a distance, nor recounted with such precision.
The course of that day can be traced once we recognise markers identifying
some of the four watches of the preceding night (Mk.13:35) and combine
them with the three-hourly subdivisions of the succeeding daytime. This
succession of events shows how the Lord treated differently, and at
different times, the various classes of people who crossed His path. One
such group were His disciples: the bold but brash Peter, the quiet but
persistent witness John, James the last of His inner circle, Judas Iscariot
who sold Him and rounded it off with a kiss, the disciples as a whole
whom He ministered to and protected throughout, and the loyal women
from Galilee at the foot of the cross, faithful to the end.
In contrast, He knew when to speak and when to keep silent during the
relentless night and day pursuit by His enemies: the chief priests, scribes,
Pharisees, elders, the false witnesses, the mob baying for Barabbas,
culminating in the very rulers of the people of God joining the spectators
and passers-by, jeering Him on at
Calvary. We observe, too, how the different bands of temple guards and
soldiers abused Him before finally handing Him to the more thorough-going
cruelties of Rome which began in low-key by Herod, the Roman lackey,
and were continued by the guard of the Roman governor. Pilate, though
personally convinced of his Prisoner's innocence, abdicated his legal and
moral responsibilities in a deluded fit of self-preservation, and delivered the
Lord up to be scourged and crucified. All this had happened by the sixth
hour of the Roman day, probably by the first hour of local daylight
reckoning.
Bearing His cross outside Nehemiah's walls, the Lord's burden was
alleviated somewhat by Simon of Cyrene, but His sympathy is for the awful
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fate awaiting the mothers of Jerusalem who lamented His passage. His first
thought when nailed, drug-free, to the tree around the third hour was to
place the gambling executioners in the place of the unwitting sinner
(Lk.23:34), a desire to save which found complete expression in the
salvation of the repentant, trusting thief. Lastly, despite His pain, He
continued selflessly to care for His soul-pierced mother before, at noonday, the land was plunged into darkness.
A timeless death
For all the detail given of that day, almost nothing is recorded of the ensuing
and final three hours save for the Lord's anguished cry. Unseen by human
eye, the sword of the wrath of God smote Him when He became the
propitiation for the whole world. This was the due season when Christ died
for the ungodly, including those who had a hand in His crucifixion, and any
who may be reading these words. Such darkness, in which it is
impossible for mortals to see and hence have a sense of time, indicates to
us the eternal dimensions of the work of salvation which He declared as
'finished' as at the end of the ages, when He put away sin by the sacrifice of
Himself.
For Him time was perhaps measured in a different way: the succession of
events marking His carrying out of the Father's will reflected in His
counting down of the numerous Scriptures that had to be fulfilled at
Calvary (Jn 19:28-30). His was a count-down from eternity since the
Lamb was slain from the foundation of the world. The timelessness the
darkness indicates, too, is seen in its outcome: the resurrected Lord may
now and ever be viewed as a Lamb standing as though it had been newly
slain, the once-for-all sacrifice at Calvary ready for acceptance by the
believing sinner, and by the people of God as they enter into the Holies.
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BUILDERS FOR GOD
Zerubbabel and Joshua
Looks can be deceiving!
by Greg Neely, Toronto, Canada
The magnificence of Solomon's temple was destroyed by Nebuchadnezzar
in three sieges from 605 to 586 BC. The foundation of costly stones, planks
and beams of Lebanese cedars overlaid with gold, quarried mountain stone,
artistically framed windows, pillars of bronze, bronze utensils of
immeasurable weight, gold and silver filling the treasuries - all of it was
desecrated and burned. God's people went into captivity for seventy years
- until Cyrus, king of Persia, issued his decree that the temple should be
rebuilt in Jerusalem! Forty-nine thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven
people responded to the stirring of the Holy Spirit to rebuild the house of
the Lord in Jerusalem. Laden with gifts and 5,400 recovered stolen articles
from Solomon's temple, they set out on the journey home to build.
Useful to the Master
This was not renovation; this was starting from scratch. In 535 BC, exactly
70 years after the first of the Jews were taken captive, the foundation was
laid, under the leadership of Joshua the high priest and Zerubbabel the
governor of Judah, to great praise and thanksgiving to the Lord: For He is
good, for His lovingkindness is upon Israel forever (Ezra 3:11, NASB).
Since God has made men and women to be His builders and has supplied
them adequately with the tools necessary to do the job, there is nothing as
satisfying and exhilarating as being useful to Him right in the middle of His
will. True 2,500 years ago; true today as well! There is none who is able to
excuse himself from the work of the Lord due to inadequate tools or lack
of opportunity. God has provided us at least one spiritual gift, quite apart
from our temperament and natural abilities. And with these God-given
abilities and spiritual gifts, He has provided a ministry or service into which
we can throw ourselves wholeheartedly so that His building work can be
accomplished (1 Cor.12:4-6). In as much as we engage in such
construction, we, too, will be able to sing, praising and giving thanks to the
Lord! If there is too little of the one, there will certainly be a dearth of the
other. If you see a joyful, inspired Christian, he is likely to be actively
engaged in the work to which the Lord has appointed him. If we miss this
in our lives, we miss a tremendous amount.
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The good old days
Of course, along with tremendous joy from the youthful at heart (whether
chronologically young or not) came a dampening effect from some of the
old men who had seen the first temple (Ezra 3:12). We could imagine
them saying, "It wasn't like this when I was a kid!" "We never did it that
way before!" "This temple isn't a patch on the first one!" The lamenting
was so loud and continuous that the sound of the shouts of joy could not
be distinguished from the sound of weeping (v. 13). We sometimes face
similar challenges today in our churches. And the joy, it seems, can
sometimes scarcely be heard for the weeping. But looks can be
deceiving! For in the courts of heaven, God leans forward in rapt attention
and deep appreciation of His people's desire to please Him, their attention to
obedience and the spirit of gentleness, forgiveness and holiness that reflects
His character. Our churches today may not look quite like the magnificence
of what Peter and Paul saw in New Testament churches either. Should we
weep? Or should we be thrilled to be a part of the building work of God in
the day in which He has placed us? Let's learn from the past, not only so
that we do not repeat its mistakes, but so that we can continue to bring
tremendous pleasure to the Lord in our day as we build for Him.
So much to do, so little time
Fifteen years later, the foundation lay finished, but the superstructure was
not even started. Sadly, neither the old men nor the young men were
weeping about that! They were too busy! Life had crowded in on them and
time was their enemy. They'd faced opposition and hard times and had
abandoned the work of the temple so that they could get ahead, as it were, to
get the extra car, the big screen TV, the addition on the house, the
promotion at work, all of which were good in themselves, but had become
the obstacle to building the house of God (Hag.1:2,4,9). Sometimes 'good
becomes the enemy of better, and better becomes the enemy of best'. They
weren't engaged in serious sin; they weren't going after other gods; but
they also were not going after the work of Almighty God; they were not
doing what they had been chosen and equipped to do. We're not so
different today, perhaps!
The secret (discovered in 520 BC)
"Now therefore, thus says the LORD of hosts, 'Consider your ways!'"
(Hag.1:5) Literally, the words mean 'set the heart'. Adjust your
priorities; arrange your heart; prepare your being for the things that
have divine importance. It must be important because God says
"consider" five times in Haggai. Even though the people put in overtime
on their own priorities, because they neglected the work of the Lord,
they received less. God made sure of it. Because of My house which lies
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desolate, while each of you runs to his own house (Hag.1:9). The
building had ceased, and even though the structure was not going to be
as physically magnificent as the temple Solomon constructed, it was
going to be of immense spiritual importance to God, as had been the
Tabernacle and Solomon's Temple. And if important to God, surely it
must be important to His people - then and now! So with God's word
ringing in their ears, they began to build. The work began in just
twenty-three days because the people responded to the stirring of the
Spirit. That's the secret: the word of God as directed by the Holy Spirit
stirring our hearts, followed by our wholehearted response. Two-and-ahalf millennia later it is still the formula for building in God's house!
But...
Sometimes that little word 'but' carries so much weight. It does so in
Hag.2:3,4: 'Who is left among you who saw this temple in its former
glory? And how do you see it now? Does it not seem to you like nothing
in comparison? But ...' Discouragement because things are not what
they used to be is not a new feeling. The Lord recognized that some
were discouraged and were perhaps wondering if there was any point in
this building project. After all, it would not be the same as the good old
days under Solomon. But! But what? '"But now take courage ... take
courage ... and work; for I am with you,' says the LORD of hosts"
(Hag.2:4). He is just as magnificent as He was in times past no matter
what the structure looks like! He is just as majestic, just as awesome,
just as impressive! He is also just as much with us as He was with
Solomon or the old men who wept or the younger men who built! 'My
Spirit is abiding in your midst; do not fear!' (Hag.2:5). That gives
courage. We just need to take hold of it. And with courage goes the
responsibility of work! Building work for the God of the house!
The glory of the House
The glory of the house of God is always Christ. In the future, 'The latter
glory of this house will be greater than the former' (Hag.2:9). Greater even
than the gold and costly stones of Solomon's temple? Infinitely so! For
Christ will be the focus. In our day, too, the glory of the house is Christ.
Let's ensure that we are becoming everything God wants us to be so that we
can be doing everything God wants us to do to look like Christ.
For further study:
1. How can we know if what is important to us is the same as what is
important to God?
2. How should we expect to be aware of the stirring of the Spirit?
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BUILDERS FOR GOD
Nehemiah
Cupbearer to builder
by Stephen Hickling, Birmingham, England
Cupbearer to the king ... builder for God
As cupbearer to the king of Babylon, Nehemiah enjoyed a position of
unparalleled influence in the king's affairs. His authority in the Persian
court would have been second only to that of the king. But the scriptural
narrative leaves us in no doubt that Nehemiah's accomplishments as a
builder for God far outweighed the honour of his secular post in God's
estimation.
After more than 140 years of lying in ruin, approximately two miles of
wall, together with ten gateways, their doors, bolts and bars, and several
towers were reinstated in just 52 days! The figures speak for
themselves: Nehemiah's work of reconstructing the ruined wall of the
city of Jerusalem was truly remarkable and distinguished him as an
outstanding builder for God.
Yet Nehemiah differs from some of the other builders we have been
considering. So far in this series, we have looked at those men who were
directly responsible for the building and rebuilding of the house of God and
the objects found within it. Unlike them, Nehemiah didn't have a hand in
the construction of God's house itself, but his building work directly
supported the preservation of God's dwelling place and was essential to
the continuing service of God's covenant people in the place which God
had chosen for His name.
The purpose of the wall
What, then, was the significance of the wall? Scripture would seem to teach
us that the wall, its gates and towers had a dual purpose. The first and
most obvious benefit of the wall was that it would protect the city and the
house of God against threat of attack. It enabled God's people to go about
the service of God without fear of their enemies, the towers making it
possible for watchmen to warn of any hostile presence. In short, the wall
shut out Jerusalem's enemies.
In happier days long before the invasion by Babylon, good King Asa
recognised that it was God who had given the people rest from their
enemies such that they might build and fortify their cities with walls (2
Chron. 14:7). As with any building for God, however, success follows
only when God Himself is in the work.
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Unless the LORD builds the house,
they labour in vain who build it;
Unless the LORD guards the city,
the watchman keeps awake in vain. (Ps.127:1)
It's in recognition of this truth that the building of Zion and its walls was
demanded of God and attributed to Him by great builders of the Old
Testament (Ps.51:18).
There was a second aspect of the wall's purpose. It created a clear physical
boundary around certain things which were of great importance to God:
His house, the priests serving in it and the people coming up to worship at
it. The wall shut in these objects of God's affection and the gates allowed
for control to be exercised over access to God's dwelling place and
participation in divine service. With the wall in place, there would clearly
be an 'inside' and an 'outside' in the divine service of the God of Israel.
What went on inside the wall was to be, first and foremost, for God's
enjoyment and pleasure. The word translated 'wall' literally means 'joining'
and inside that wall, separated from the other peoples of the earth, the
people that God had joined together and to Himself would be permitted to
worship Him as He commanded. To those outside, the wall represented
God's protection for Himself of what belonged to Him.
Such protection was in order that God might receive for Himself the very
best of His people's service for as long as they were obedient to His
covenant. If the people's loyalty was divided, such that their separation to
God failed, God would cause that wall to be thrown down, just as easily as
He had built it (Isa.5:5).
Nehemiah's singleness of eye, in his devotion to God and his love for the
place of God's name, marked him out from the people of his day. The city
sprawled without walls, indicative of a people who had no vision of their
God, who had cast off the restraint of God's covenant, whose spirits were
out of control (Prov.25:28; Prov.29:18).
As far as we can tell, Jerusalem's walls had lain in ruin since Nebuzaradan,
captain of the guard of King Nebuchadnezzar, had thrown them to the
ground in 586 BC (2 Kgs.25:10). This is particularly surprising given that,
at the time of Nehemiah's arrival in Jerusalem, the temple had been rebuilt
for some 70 years. Finally, in Nehemiah, there came a man who realised the
importance of separation in collective service for God. The Jews of
Nehemiah's day had no sense of identity as God's own people and no
security against attack from their enemies. If the rebuilt house of God was
to be preserved and fruitful service there re-established, the wall had to be
restored!
Is a wall required today?
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Today, God has a spiritual house on the earth, but His demands for the
people connected with the service of that house are unchanged. They are to
separate themselves to Him, if they are to enjoy the privileges of His
house (2 Cor.6:17). The need for God's holy nation to maintain the 'wall',
the visible expression of their separation to Him, is only heightened by the
large distances that divide this people physically.
Nehemiah's words to the Arab, the Horonite and the Ammonite, who
mocked the builders, were clear:
The God of heaven will give us success; therefore we His servants will
arise and build, but you have no portion, right, or memorial in
Jerusalem. (Neh.2:20)
The enemies of God were in the midst of His people and they had no right
to be there! The things connected with God's house are to be touched only
by that holy nation for whom God has prepared them.
The mark of an outstanding builder
Nehemiah was an exceptional builder for God, whose efforts undoubtedly
secured the safe access of God's people to His house for years to come.
What can we learn from this outstanding builder?
Direction of heart. First and foremost Nehemiah loved his God and that
produced in him a desire for God's dwelling place (Neh.1:2). Though he
had probably never seen it before, Nehemiah's heart was towards the city of
God. That direction of heart meant that he was willing to leave a position of
wealth, power, and influence to share the reproach of his people.
Desire of God. The desire to build did not come from Nehemiah, but
from God (Neh.2:12) and Nehemiah waited patiently for God's timing in the
matter. Even on arriving in Jerusalem, Nehemiah ensured that human
ideas and opinions would have no place in planning to build for God; his
survey of the wall was carried out in secret! Nehemiah had come to carry
out what God had shown him to do and he assured others of God's part in it
(Neh.6:16).
Planning with prayer. The records of Nehemiah's prayers account for over
a tenth of the book named after him and reveal a man who was serious
about prayer. For about four months he knelt before God in persistent
prayer before approaching the king with his request for leave to go to
Jerusalem. Even as he was before the king, he spoke to God (Neh.2:4).
Believing the impossible. God's people were small, but Nehemiah knew
that the God, who had once blessed that people above all the peoples of the
earth, was still great! He asked great things of God and attempted great
things in reliance on Him (Neh.2:20). Having counted the cost, he knew
that His God had sufficient resource to finish the work (Lk.14:28).
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Not deterred by opposition. An earlier attempt to rebuild the walls in
about 458 BC had failed due to opposition (Ezra 4:12,23). Nehemiah
certainly had his enemies, but he would not engage them in argument
and was not discouraged by them. Nehemiah's response was always to refocus the people on their God (Neh.4:14), considering the opponents to be
enemies, not of him, but of God.
Correcting wrongs between brethren. The issues that threatened to
derail the building came from within as well as from without. Nehemiah
did not compromise himself, but dealt justly, setting an example by his own
unselfish provision for the people of God (Neh.5:10,14).
Prepared to lead by example. Finally, Nehemiah was not aloof, but
identified himself with the other builders; having surveyed the job for them,
he courageously engaged in the work even when his personal safety was
under threat.
Bible quotations from NASU unless otherwise stated.
For further study:
1. What evidence is there to suggest that the New Testament churches of
God had a clearly defined boundary?
2. Nehemiah used his exceptional 'building' skills to lead the people in a
way that enabled them to worship God as He required. What examples
do you see in the New Testament of ways in which we can lead others
to a point where God is able to receive the worship that is due to
Him?.
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Right hand of fellowship
Bringing and sharing
by Martin Jones, Toronto, Canada
Could one word describe Paul: teacher? Apostle? Missionary? Theologian?
How about philanthropist? Well, the evidence is in his care for the poor.
2 Cor.8 and 9 urge saints to donate; then Paul risks his life to present
such charitable giving at Jerusalem (Acts 24:16-18). Where did that
powerful motivation come from? Perhaps the answer involves a sanctified
sense of the Roman law of societas, and ultimately leads us to review our
own commitment levels in service.
The main features of societas were:
■ Reciprocal partnership freely entered into for a shared concern or
particular goal (e.g. profit).
■ Each had to contribute something and each shared equally in the
outcome, regardless of contribution, wealth or social class (rare in the
biased Roman courts).
■ It continued until the goal was achieved and/or as long as the partners
remained 'of the same mind'.
The Societas of Acts 15
Paul travelled to Jerusalem, concerned that two gospels existed - a 'Jewish
Jerusalem' one and 'Paul's Gentile' one - and thus his work might be
hindered (Gal.2:1-11). Paul and Barnabas met with Peter, James, John and
others to discuss it.
A serious schism in the early church seems to have been avoided in a way
that reflected the then current societas custom. Both parties saw each other
as equal fellow-workers in the same gospel, the preaching of which was
their common goal. As was common then (the social stigma in breaking
a contract offering sufficient 'security') the agreement was confirmed by
giving and receiving the 'right hand of fellowship' (a handshake).
In addition to theological unity, practical unity was expressed, as shown
in Paul and Barnabas agreeing to remember the poor. Acts reports
Barnabas selling land to help the needy; although we know of no prior
interest in Paul's case, he saw that the Gentiles had received great
spiritual wealth from the Jews and it was only right that they should
'repay' by helping financially (Rom.15:25-27).
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Paul encountered reluctance and apathy to a collection for the poor, but he
doggedly persisted. Why? Because he'd entered into a societas which he
took extremely seriously. This was no casual handshake - it was arguably
the second most important event of his life.
Societas and reception into the local church
All the early Christians could in fact enter into a societas with everyone
else in the local church of God they were a part of; and further, with every
person in the fellowship of Churches of God worldwide! When? When
received into the Church of God! How? Presumably this was recognised by
the offering and receiving of the right hand of fellowship, making adding
3,000 in one day at Pentecost quite feasible!
In any case, their association with their local assembly and the wider
fellowship of Churches was anything but casual; not a temporary thing,
nor aimless - there had to be a purpose and a goal in it for it to exist at all.
Just occupying a seat each week wouldn't suffice; nor would restriction to
local assembly matters. It was incumbent on them to participate in the
wider Fellowship in whatever opportunity arose - financial giving,
corresponding with people in other assemblies, supporting fellowshipwide initiatives, showing hospitality to visitors, praying for each other.
(Remember - everyone has to bring something to the societas.)
Baptism is important but we risk under-playing the significance of the
addition part of the seven steps of Acts 2 v 41-42. It should be far from a
mere formality on the Sunday after the baptism. Addition is an extremely
serious business before God (don't forget it's the Lord Himself who does
the adding) and with each other. All of the benefits and obligations of
collective service stem from it.
The under-playing of addition seems rife across Christendom. But a
'supermarket mentality', that picks a church which suits until
circumstances change or something more convenient or appealing comes
along, has no basis in the Bible. A by-product can be that little, if any,
distinction is made between those in the Church and those that aren't. Does
it matter? Yes, for all must truly have joined a societas for the long haul
with the same mind and the same goals in mind! This begs two important
questions: are you part of this societas and what are you bringing to it?
Guarding the Societas
Another article would be needed to document the various goals of the
'Church societas', but we know that they won't all be completed until the
Lord's return, and (a sobering thought) perhaps not even then. And so the
societas is still needed today, some 2,000 years after it first started.
But there are two main threats to its continued existence:
1) When someone voluntarily leaves, or, in discipline, has to be put
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away from, the church, they automatically exit the societas - they are unable
to work for the same goals with others in the church.
2) When those in the societas no longer share a common purpose. Hence,
in one epistle, Paul implored Euodia and Syntyche, to be of the same mind
in the Lord (Phil.4:10). Paul was concerned that, practically speaking, their
societas would end, even if on the surface it appeared to function.
The societas is exceedingly precious, but fragile - it must be guarded.
People sometimes renew their wedding vows - the Beckhams are a famous
recent example - perhaps as they now see greater significance in them.
Perhaps those added to the Church should 'renew' the societas periodically
in the heart, and ask: "What are the common goals I am in the societas to
achieve (locally and globally) and what headway is being made?" Are they
well defined or is it a case of meandering along? How committed am I to
its success?
Societas with Christ
Finally, in Phil.2:1-5 we see another aspect; we are exhorted to have the
same mind as Christ, the logical extension being that we will then
effectively be in a societas with Him. What an incredible prospect and
privilege! He brings so much to the partnership - His power, His love,
the Holy Spirit - yet He's not ashamed to call us His brethren, fellow
workers for Him, and joint heirs with Him (1 Cor.3:9; Rom.8:17;
Heb.2:11)
What are we bringing in return?
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Fundamentalism
Reasonable religion
by Peter Hickling, Cromer, England
Use Google to look up 'fundamentalism' on the Internet, and you will find
3,950,000 references, nearly all of them unfavourable. Not surprisingly,
most of them come from the USA, where the term originated as a
description of some Christians. It has been applied to political attitudes the 'religious right' - social attitudes, and distrust of science.
Fundamentalists are portrayed as prejudiced and impervious to reason, so
that the name has became a religious swear-word, used as a term of abuse.
Like all swear-words it thus loses any meaning. In recent years it has been
used for other religions: the writer Karen Armstrong said that it is
'essentially a revolt against modern secular society'.1 Thus journalists write
about 'Islamic fundamentalists', referring to people who are prepared to use
violent ends to promote their national religion, according to what they think
are the dictates of their holy book.
Where does the name come from?
In the early 20th century some in the USA were concerned that 'liberal'
churchmen were undermining the basics of the Christian faith, and
between 1910 and 1915a series of articles called 'The Fundamentals',2 was
produced and widely distributed. They covered a range of subjects, but the
five fundamentals that they upheld were:
1. The inspiration and inerrancy of Scripture,
2. The virgin birth and deity of Christ,
3. The doctrine of the atonement,
4. The bodily resurrection of Jesus, and
5. His imminent return.
Observe that these have nothing to do with politics, society or science,
unless the Bible's use of idioms and metaphors is mistakenly interpreted
literally in an inaccurate understanding of inerrancy.
Are the Churches of God fundamentalist?
In its original sense yes, because we accept the five fundamentals, but
we would not choose to use the label, because it has been so widely
distorted. We do hold firmly to those beliefs, and to others derived from
Scripture, which we understand teaches clearly that churches should be
together in a unity for God. However, we do not believe that they imply
any political agenda, and most certainly would not want to force others
to believe them. It is true that we uphold 'traditional' views about
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morality (of all sorts) and the value of the family, not because they are
traditional, but because they are Scriptural. One has only to look at the
state of society today in the Western world to see what happens when
they are rejected.
Does accepting Scripture mean that you have to leave your reason
behind?
A pamphlet by a 'liberal' vicar says that Fundamentalism is 'the result of
the interplay between fear and simple-mindedness, and has the great
appeal that it absolves its adherents from having to think for
themselves'.3 This is grossly untrue. The Christian faith forms a
consistent whole, and repays, indeed demands, careful thought. Going
back in time, Luther and Calvin accepted 'the fundamentals', and
devoted their lives to working out their principles. They are coherent; it
is illogical to accept some and reject others. For instance, how could
anyone say that Jesus Christ was Almighty God in human form and jib
at the Virgin Birth? In modern times there are greater demands than
ever on the reason of Christians: rationality comes from God, and is one
thing that makes us different from animals. It is our responsibility to
develop a rationale of life which brings together knowledge derived
from revelation and that derived from science, which may mean
reconsidering our interpretation of the one and questioning the validity
of the other. We have to combine faith and thought, and love the Lord
our God with all our heart and with all our soul and with all our mind.4
References:
1. Karen Armstrong, What is fundamentalism?, Intolerance and
Fundamentalism Seminar, London School of Economics, January
2005
2. R.A. Torrey, (ed.), (1909) The Fundamentals. Los Angeles: The Bible
Institute of Los Angeles
3. Tony Windross, Vicar of Sheingham, Norfolk: Why bother to think
about Fundamentalism? 2005
4. Matt.22:37
For a more detailed treatment, see J.I. Packer, Fundamentalism and the
Word of God, Eerdmans, Grand Rapids, Michigan 1958
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Reason to believe
by Don Williamson, Denver, USA
I met a man who was standing by the road and asking for help. He had
been climbing one of the 13,000 foot mountains in Colorado and had
lost his backpack containing phone, wallet, keys and food. He had made
it back to his car, but was helpless without keys, so we gave him a ride
and fixed him up with a locksmith and some food for his extended day.
In the course of our conversation we learned he was a retired physicist
from a local university and had no 'need' for God. Over time we have
had a few more conversations with him on this subject which included
an interesting statement from him: "What I don't understand is how
Christianity has endured over time with intelligent people believing this
stuff." Can Bible-based Christianity withstand this challenge?
Well, one of the points raised as we think about the legitimacy of
Scripture is the fulfilment of prophecy, as compared with what is
documented in other historical writings. Isa.46:9-10 states:
"Remember the former things long past,
For I am God, and there is no other;
I am God and there is no one like Me,
Declaring the end from the beginning,
And from ancient times things which have not been done,
Saying, 'My purpose will be established,
And I will accomplish all My good pleasure'."
So God speaks through His prophets and because of His existence and
authority, His word as He declares it, comes true.
Take as an example the prophecies concerning the city of Tyre. In the
6th Century B.C. Ezekiel wrote,
"... thus says the Lord GOD, 'Behold, I am against you, O Tyre, and
I will bring up many nations against you, as the sea brings up its
waves. And they will destroy the walls of Tyre and break down her
towers; and I will scrape her debris from her and make her a bare
rock'." (Ezek.26:3-4).
A few years after the writing of the prophecy, the army of Babylon
fought against the city and after thirteen years the walls fell and the
inhabitants were mostly destroyed. Some fled to an island a half mile
out into the Mediterranean Sea to rebuild a new Tyre. Now God had
said in verse 12 that they (i.e. others, not just the Babylonian king)
would throw its stones, timber and debris into the water. Well, some
250 years later, Alexander the Great came to the new Tyre which had
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been rebuilt in the sea. There was still evidence of the old mainland
Tyre and he gave orders to "Tear down the wall of Tyre, take the
timbers and the stones, the rubble and the logs, and cast them into the
sea." They built a roadway to new Tyre and in 332 B.C. completed the
siege and destruction of the new island Tyre, by using all the debris
from the previous mainland site of Tyre, leaving it like a bare rock - as
it still is today. Ezekiel was in his grave a long time before the prophecy
was complete, but it was completed because God had spoken it (Ezek.
26:5). Now some sceptics have disputed these things, because Tyre is
still in existence today, but this is to confuse matters. What is
indisputably true is that the original Tyre, against which the prophecies
were spoken (the old mainland city), has never been rebuilt but is even
reported TODAY to be a place where fishermen spread their nets in the
sun to dry them - precisely as God had predicted through Ezekiel before
he died some two and a half thousand years ago!
God's Word is true, and God is true, and so we can have great
confidence in all His promises to us. Let's be sure to act as though we
really believe it and go out to tell this dying world about our living
Christ!
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Sowing and reaping
The Malawi Project begins
by Karl Smith, Buckhaven, Scotland
Malawi is an amazingly beautiful country. The lake, which gives it its
name, is surrounded by magnificent scenery and wooded mountains
dominate the skyline wherever you go. Throughout the land, a fascinating
variety of wildlife, from ornately painted beetles to enormous
hippopotamuses, proclaims the existence of a creator. For this reason,
perhaps, there are many, many believers in the Lord Jesus here and an
enviable receptiveness to the Gospel and hunger for Bible teaching. The
character of many of the people matches the beauty of their landscape.
Malawi is not called 'the warm heart of Africa' for nothing. This kindness
extends not only to visitors, but to members of the extended family.
There are very few households where the orphaned children of even
distant relatives are not taken in as a matter of course.
The sad aspect of this last positive feature is what has made it necessary:
the overwhelming number of people dying both of preventable diseases
(such as the HIV and AIDS epidemic still sweeping the continent) and of
hunger, which has its roots in the country's economy as well as its climate.
With this in mind, the Lord laid on the hearts of many people across the
Churches of God, including some of its key organising committees, to try
to help our Malawian brothers and sisters (we are, after all, one family) to
find a more permanent way to address some of these long-term needs especially in the sphere of health and education.
We have lots of examples in the Bible of people in one part of the
Fellowship hearing of distress in another and responding with generosity
through the love of the Lord Jesus. Both Syrian Christians (Acts 11:27-30)
and, later, Greek and Macedonian Christians had been pleased to make
some contribution for the poor among the saints at Jerusalem
(Rom.15:26). A careful balance had to be struck, however, then as now.
Whilst acute need for daily food was provided for, the same apostles who
organised this help had been keen to discourage a 'dependency culture'
where hand-outs were given and people came to rely upon them. Paul,
Silas and Timothy's rule among the Thessalonians was, If anyone is not
willing to work, let him not eat. They were so keen to impress this on the
young church there that they had repeatedly spoken this orally as a key
element in their new faith, later wrote it down unmistakably in the inspired
letter and even set the example by working for their own living whilst
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among them although they had been supported by the contributions of the
assemblies when they were working in other places. Finally, if anyone did
not obey the command to do their work quietly and to earn their own
living, they were to have nothing to do with him so that they could warn
him as a brother (2 Thess.3:6-15). For this reason, all the schemes set up by
the 'Malawi Project', as it came to be known, had to be development
projects that would involve a real input from those who would benefit from
them.
Our first step was to learn about our brothers and sisters and their lifestyle.
We were so impressed with the way the church people looked after one
another and the willingness of most to get stuck into work that would
help not only themselves, but their communities around them. Their elders
and deacons are extremely dedicated people with a workload that would
intimidate most of us in the West and, like us, were keen to discourage an
attitude of hand-outs. We asked a lot of questions of the people in the five
churches of God in Malawi, revisited to ask more questions, got them
drawing maps of their communities in chalk on the floor of the hall so that
we could see where people lived in relation to key facilities and finally
asked them to assess the urgency of the needs they had mentioned in
comparison to one another. Evangelist, Tony Nemi, visiting from Nigeria
for most of this year to give wise guidance with the project, compared this
stage of the work with Nehemiah's quiet nocturnal visit when he inspected
the walls of Jerusalem that were broken down to assess what had to be
done (Neh.2:13). Lots of meetings were held with the project team in
Malawi and those supervising the project from elsewhere and we feel that
the Lord guided us very strongly.
There's only space to describe one of the schemes that emerged from this
process. In a small village, called Solomon, near a large market town called
Ntcheu, there is a church composed of about fifteen families. They are all
subsistence farmers and their village is very far from even the nearest
health facilities. These are reached by carrying the sick on stretchers over
16 km of very difficult terrain. It emerged, however, that their main
health problems were due to malnutrition because of their inhospitable
land. At certain times of the year, there was very little to eat and a day
without any food at all was by no means unusual. Until this was addressed
anything else would be sticking a dressing on an open wound. We
therefore organised for the District Agricultural Development Office
(DADO), a government department, to train the farmers in methods that
would gain the most from their environment. This was supplemented by
provision of improved seed for maize, cassava and various kinds of
vegetables as well as fertiliser. We must record the extraordinary effort
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of Bennet Ntambalika, one of the Malawian elders, who made several
arduous journeys, one of them involving a twenty-seven-hour trip without
sleep over extremely difficult terrain. The lorry got stuck several times in
the mud because of the rain. Menard, the chief of the village, with the aid of
other key people in the church was able to identify families in extreme need
in his own and neighbouring villages who were not in the assembly. They
were keen that these should benefit from the project too. These people spoke
to us warmly of their gratitude and our prayer is that they will see the good
works of Bennet and the assembly there and give glory to "your Father
who is in heaven" (Matt.5:16). The DADO team also testified to the serious
effort put in by the farmers.
Sowing the physical seed was important, but we wanted to sow spiritual
seed too. We were able to distribute a copy of Matthew's Gospel in the
Chichewa language to each family. Bennet told them the parable of the
sower and stressed that God is looking for a harvest in their response to the
Good News. A pleasing 'spin off from the project was the opportunity it
gave us to visit a man called Grant from a different village the other side
of Ntcheu town. He had been saved a few years ago at a stand-alone
outreach event, but had not been able to find a church where he felt that the
Word of God was practised in line with the Gospel he had heard. Having
been told independently by two friends about the church of God on a visit
to the urban township of Ndirande, where Bennet lives, he came to see the
remembrance service one Sunday before returning to his own village.
Although the Malawian leaders never travel as far north as Ntcheu town
itself when visiting the assembly, we had to go there very often while setting
up this project to liaise with the DADO. This gave wonderful opportunities
for African brothers to meet with Grant and visit his own village. On
some of these visits, many people claimed to have turned to the Lord. The
local men are following this up with great interest. It was a great joy to see
Grant being baptised on a day when seventeen people from the two
assemblies in the Blantyre area showed their commitment to the Lord Jesus
in this way.
Please pray on that there will be a similar harvest from the other aspects of
Malawi Project - even from those that have nothing to do with training in
agriculture!
Bible quotations are from ESV
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Assessing the benefits!
An interview with John McGlinchey, Glasgow, Scotland
John: There are times when I ask myself, "Why did God choose to save
me?" Times when I look back at the hand of God reaching into my life
and drawing me to His heart.
It sounds as if there's a dramatic story hidden away there! May we look
back with you - to the glory of God? Trace for us, if you will, please,
something of your early years?
John: As a young boy, born in the Gorbals of Glasgow, I knew little of the
Christian life. Surrounded by overcrowded poverty in a seriously violent
area, I found myself in a home where alcohol abuse and gambling led often
to fighting within the single-roomed flat. Police often had to separate
family disputes. I grew up thinking that this was normal family life.
At the age of fifteen my father died. My mother was in prison and my
brother and I had to make our own way, often with nowhere to stay.
Thankfully, I had pals who would let me stay for short periods. Life
became desperate when a gang came looking for my brother, and I was
on the streets with nowhere to live.
You paint a grim picture. Can you pinpoint a turning-point, some
significant moment?
John: One day I asked a man if he knew where I could find lodgings. He
directed me to an Irish landlady. "She is a Bible-thumper, but a good
landlady," he said.
As I was now an atheist it didn't concern me. I was 17, desperate to settle
down. So, for the first time in my life I met a real committed Christian
who spoke openly about a God who loved sinners. One day I remember
saying clearly, "I don't believe in God." She answered, "Yes, but God
believes in you." She was a skilled soul-winner, as little by little through
her the Lord revealed to my soul that I was lost in sin, but God loved me
and Jesus died for me.
It seems you were discovering your real need and helplessness, and
beyond that, the amazing provision of the God who truly does exist. You
were coming under the Spirit's conviction of sin in your life. What did
you do next?
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John: One night I borrowed a Bible. I found it strange to read this book
with unusual names and unknown titles. I came to the book of Romans and
thought of gladiators and Caesars. But as I read it I found a picture of
myself. My life seemed to fit in with what I read there, and I saw myself
for the first time as God saw me. I read,
When you were slaves to sin you were free from the control of
righteousness. What benefit did you reap at that time from the things
you are now ashamed of? (Rom.6:20,21).
I could not escape the piercing logic of this question.
And again,
But now that you have been set free from sin and have become slaves
to God the benefit you reap leads to holiness, and the result is eternal
life (Rom.6:22,23).
The wages of sin - death with no escape. The free gift of God - eternal life
in Christ Jesus.
So, the Spirit's analysis of the relative benefits of a life with or without
Christ brought you to Him. By God's grace, you became a new creature
in Christ through personal faith by hearing the word of God. We could
sum up the message of Rom.6 to the believer as: 'You must not live as
you once lived, because you are no longer the person you once were.'
How, in fact, did your life change?
John: I still had many questions, doubts, problems and uncertainties, but
one thing I was sure of was that I was a sinner, yet God loved me. I prayed,
"God, if you will give me the strength, I will be a Christian." I got off my
knees and had no faith in myself. "I'll never make it," I thought. But God
had entered my life. Now I belonged to Him. He has kept me until today
and for eternity.
I went on to be baptized and added to the Church of God in Glasgow. The
Bible came to be my companion as I enjoyed studying it. Sharing my faith
in God's love with others is my greatest pleasure. For many years I have
had the privilege of visiting Barlinnie Prison and sharing the joyful news of
God's love with the men within to see God's wonderful power changing
men from servants of sin to servants of God (Rom.6:19-23).
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From the Editors' desk
Does it matter?
Throughout 2008 contributors to the 'Builders for God' series in this
magazine have traced the ways in which men have built for God in their
own generation. We have seen how Moses received God's detailed
instructions for the building of the Tabernacle, and Bezalel and Oholiab
used their skill and craftsmanship to carry them out. When Israel came
to the Promised Land and a fixed house was to be built in Zion, the
place of God's choice, David wanted to give of his best towards it, and
Solomon ensured that what he was given the responsibility of building
was magnificent and worthy of the glory of the God who deigned to
dwell in it. Later, as God had warned, this house was destroyed because
of the apostasy of God’s people, who had been deported to Babylon. A
minority of the people returned to Jerusalem under the leadership of
Zerubbabel and Joshua and rebuilt the house, although it was less
magnificent. Indeed, it seemed so insignificant that the neighbouring
peoples despised it, but it was done in obedience to the word of the
Lord. To defend it later, Nehemiah came to rebuild the broken down
walls of the city. These we have traced thus far: they all built physical
constructions, because that was what God required for their day. But a
salient principle in all of them was that they built 'according to the
pattern'; that is, they worked according to God's revealed will for them.
Our final articles deal with a further development: today's construction
is a spiritual house, built with living stones, but the former principle still
applies. The pattern is found in the New Testament descriptions of the
way in which the newly established churches were to be governed and
organized, and built together to form a unity of both practice and belief.
Yet this pattern is commonly unrecognised. If you talk to fellow
Christians about it, their reaction is often. "Yes, that's what your church
does, but ours is different. After all, does it matter? We're all Christian
believers." Let’s look at it logically. We start by believing that the Bible
is the Word of God - if we don't believe that, where did we get our
Christian faith from? If that is so, it must have been given for a purpose:
that purpose is to reveal God's will for us. We have seen that over the
centuries a constant desire of God has been to dwell among a people He
can call His own, and today the New Testament reveals that that
dwelling is a spiritual house, which is still constituted in God's way.
Does it matter how we build? Yes, because it matters to God.
Peter Hickling
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The Peacock
An awesome appearing
by Gilbert Grierson, Knocknacloy, N. Ireland
I stepped out of the front door into the garden for a few minutes of stressbusting fresh air just to relieve the tension that creeps up on you almost
imperceptibly when working on something that is particularly
demanding mentally. It makes you realise that breaks in the working day are
not just there for the fun of it, but serve a very necessary function. If you
are privileged, as I am, to be able to step out into the fresh country air,
breathe deeply, and let the quiet restfulness of a garden, park, or even a tub
of flowers calm the spirit, and there be reminded that from everlasting to
everlasting God is God and that resting in Him is an essential to peace of
mind, then that is a blessed break indeed.
I spent a moment or two looking at the honeysuckle -such beauty and
fragrance and yet all it is doing is growing where it has been planted. I
wonder if there will be such wonderful perfume in heaven? I then
crossed the lawn to the buddleia bush, with its heads of purple-blue blooms.
That's when I saw it! A butterfly resting motionless on a flower head.
What colours, what beauty - it must be a peacock!
For a few moments I stood motionless drinking in its beauty and harmony
of design while it remained still, feeding on the flower. I noted the lovely
balance of the 'peacock colours, shades of red and yellow, blue and purple,
and darker marks on both wings. Just time to observe the sensitive
antennae, and then, it was gone, leaving only a memory of its brief
appearance.
It reminded me of another lovely appearing: a perfect Man from heaven,
eternal and invisible, yet briefly seen amongst the things that are temporal,
by the grace of God; something eternal manifested in the flesh and
capable of being looked at and wondered at. He settled for a selected
moment in the spans of time, just long enough to give the ardent seeker a
glimpse of the invisible God; the Creator of all beauty; the great Designer
of the peacock butterfly whose artist's palette is infinite in the variety of
its resources, far beyond the range of human perception.
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What balance there is in that Man: meekness and majesty; absolute
holiness with approachable lowliness; kingly authority, but suffering
servant-hood; hatred of sin, yet love of the sinner; the Lion and the Lamb,
'Meekness and majesty,
Manhood and deity
In perfect harmony,
The Man who is God.
Lord of eternity
Dwells in humanity;
Kneels in humility
And washes our feet.'
(Graham Kendrick)
He came and went, a sensitive Saviour bearing sin on the cross for our
sakes. What will it be when He comes to reign! How like the peacock
butterfly and yet how unlike it. 'The peacock, once summer is over,
hibernates until spring comes again, and it re-appears, by which time it is
often torn and faded,' my book on butterflies tells me.
Not so with our Lord Jesus; He was glorified with the glory He had with
the Father before the foundation of the world. Despite the cross, His beauty
is eternally undiminished and is perfectly in place in the beautiful
mansions above. The dark marks of the cross only increased His beauty
for it added what had not been there before, the marks of Calvary. These
reveal the visible hue of the height and depth of the love of God, seen in
the fullness of suffering, and the drinking of the cup of suffering that
could not have been fuller, for the One in whom dwelt all the fullness of
the Godhead bodily. When He is manifested a second time, at His coming
to reign, His beauty will be unsurpassed, with no fading, eternally
glorious.
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God's Word at home
Prominent or peripheral?
by Alan Toms, Hamilton, Canada
One of the two walking home to Emmaus in the evening of the
resurrection day was Cleopas, and possibly his wife was one of the
women who stood by the Cross. So it may have been Cleopas and his
wife who were joined by the stranger on that memorable walk. That
does not really matter, but what does matter is the lesson they learned in
their home that night as their guest became the host, and taking the
bread into His hands He blessed it and gave it to them (Lk.24:30). And
that is the place that must be given to Him in all our homes if we are to
receive the blessing they received as He talked with them on the
journey.
In Mk.9 we read of another occasion when the Lord Jesus was in a
home; this time in Capernaum. We are not told whose home it was, but
they had a young family, for He took a little child into His arms as an
object lesson to teach His disciples a lesson in humility. They had been
arguing along the way who was the greatest, and as they sat in that
home the Master gently rebuked them for their pride. We might well
ask ourselves, would we be willing for the Lord Jesus to come into our
home, to accept His rebuke and receive His correction? Does the Word
of God have such an honoured place in our home that we willingly
accept the instruction, and if need be the correction that God gives
through it?
Abraham was a great family man. God said of him,
"I have chosen him, so that he may command his children and his
household after him to keep the way of the LORD by doing
righteousness and justice" (Gen.18:19).
That was high commendation. He not only trained his own family, but
his household too, and that involved a lot of men. There were 318
trained men, all born in his house, at the time of the battle of the kings.
How did he train them? Arriving at a new place with his family and his
household he would erect his tents and build his altar. The tent and the
altar: Abraham kept them together. There is no doubt that was a
significant factor in the training of his young men. We might well ask
ourselves, "Is Christ given His place in the homes of God's people
today?"
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God gave very clear instructions to Israel about their family life. The
words in Deut.6:5-9 deserve our careful attention:
"You shall love the LORD your God with all your heart and with all
your soul and with all your might. These words, which I am
commanding you today, shall be on your heart. You shall teach
them diligently to your sons and shall talk of them when you sit in
your house and when you walk by the way and when you lie down
and when you rise up ... You shall write them on the doorposts of
your house and on your gates."
We see that the Word of God had a very prominent place in their
homes, if they obeyed God's instruction. They were to love it
themselves and teach it to their children. God's instruction began with a
word to the parents that they were to love the Lord with all their hearts.
It was a call to total commitment. Our words will have little effect
unless they are backed up by a good example of genuine love for the
Lord. Then they were to teach their children what they themselves had
learned, and they were to do so diligently when they sat in their home,
walked by the way, when they retired to bed at night and when they
rose in the morning. God pin-pointed the times in their day which lent
themselves to the sharing of God's Word.
Timothy had a mother and grandmother who started teaching him the
sacred writings when he was still a babe. They took their responsibility
seriously and it paid dividends. Timothy grew to be a man of God and
the apostle Paul indicates that his early training was partly responsible
for this outcome.
Our children need the influence of God's Word. There are strong
influences for evil operating against them and we need to protect them
through prayer and by putting the living Word into their hearts.
Hear, my son, your father's instruction
And do not forsake your mother's teaching (Prov.1:8),
showing that both parents speak with one voice. When that voice is
uttering what we as parents have learned, we are laying a strong
foundation for our families
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Jesus Christ - Before, in and after time

Time for Christ
His resurrection and everlasting glory
by Robert Shaw, Kirkintilloch, Scotland
The resurrection of the Lord Jesus Christ is a foundational part of the
Christian doctrine (1 Cor.15:3-4). It was prophesied in the Ps.16:8-11,
was foretold by Jesus Christ Himself (Matt.12:38-40) and is mentioned in
all four gospels. When He was raised from the dead His disciples
remembered and believed both the prophecies and the Master's own words
(Jn 2:22).
There were many witnesses to His resurrection and a whole variety of
appearances in different locations and circumstances. Paul, writing to the
Church of God in Corinth, first of all names an individual who saw the
risen Christ, then a group, then a multitude of people (1 Cor.15:5-6). He
was seen variously in a garden, in an upper room, on a road, at a lake and
on a mountain; and of course Saul of Tarsus saw Him on the Damascus road
(v.8). Witnesses of His resurrection were vitally important, as Acts 1:2122 demonstrates. Conviction preaching was to follow by the power of the
Spirit, the fact of Christ's resurrection being at the core of the message.
Clearly, the disciples were not expecting the event; they were incredulous
when first they heard the news of the empty tomb, Peter and John running
to verify the simple testimony of Mary Magdalene that she had seen the
Lord (Jn 20:18). They noted in detail how the cloths were laid and with
similar accuracy they observed that the Lord was not there. Indeed, He had
risen. His chief opponents sought only to suppress the fact, not to deny its
veracity.
A dead Christ might have been revered and loved as a great teacher and
miracle worker, but only a risen and living Christ could be the Saviour,
the Life and the Life-giver, preached to all the world.
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The resurrection of the Lord Jesus demonstrates God's approval of His
obedience. Resurrection must take place because, being without sin,
death had no claim upon Him. Peter said, It was not possible that He
should be held by it (Acts 2:24). It is essential to the gospel of God (1
Cor.15:4), resurrection and death on the cross forming the central part
of the message preached by the apostles (Acts 10:39-40). It must be
believed to be saved (Rom.10:9) and is the means by which the believer
is justified by God (Rom.4:25). Our salvation is assured because Christ
is raised (1 Cor.15:23) and by His resurrection we have the sure and
certain hope of an inheritance that is eternal, pure and glorious (1 Pet.
1:3-4).
The consequences of Christ's resurrection are manifold. Christ is the
firstfruits (1 Cor.15:23). Subsequently, all humanity will be raised (Jn
5:28) to meet God's righteous Judge (Acts 17:31). We who are sharers
in the life of Christ (Rom.6:8) await the Lord's coming for His Church
(1 Thess.4:16-17) at a time known to God alone.
He ascended far above all the heavens, that He might fill all things
(Eph.4:10). His title as Lord implies His deity (Acts 2:36); He is the
Head of the Church, the Body of Christ (Col.1:18). He is the believer's
Advocate with the Father (1 Jn 2:1) and is both Son and Great High
Priest over the House of God(Heb.3:6; 10:21).
The resurrected Christ is the returning King. Ought not the Christ to
have suffered these things and to enter into His glory? (Lk.24:26). Now
we look for the blessed hope and glorious appearing of our great God
and Saviour Jesus Christ (Tit.2:13). The 'blessed hope' has to do with
believers alone. It is the meeting in the air, the subject of promise.
Later, in manifested glory He will come to earth to rule and reign
(Lk.9:26). In righteousness His kingdom will be established (Isa.32:1)
and in His supreme authority His word will be obeyed. Zechariah points
to that day. In 6:13 he says of the Man whose name is the Branch, "He
shall bear the glory and shall sit and rule on His throne". Of the
climactic day of 14:9 he says;
And the LORD will be king over all the earth; in that day the LORD will
be the only one, and His name the only one. (NASB)
Meantime, we encourage one another with the battle cry of the believer,
Remember Jesus Christ, risen from the dead (2 Tim.2:8 NASB).
Biblical quotations from NKJV unless otherwise stated
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BUILDERS FOR GOD
Peter
Simon becomes Peter at last!
by David Woods, Manchester, England
Filled with the power of God through the indwelling Holy Spirit on the
Day of Pentecost, Peter preached about God's wonderful developing
purposes for mankind. A new era was being introduced by God: the
new covenant that Christ had mentioned in the upper room the night
before Calvary (Lk.22:20). Peter was now a key man to kick-start the
movement, to take things forward and explain all that God intended
people to know. Using the Old Testament Scriptures to great effect,
Peter declared that something new was happening and that it was
according to God's will already stated through His prophets hundreds of
years before!
Simon or Peter?
Simon had first met the Lord Jesus over three years earlier, and some of
the first words he heard from the Son of God were, "So you are Simon
the son of John? You shall be called Cephas " (which means Peter) (Jn
1:42). The Lord looked at this fisherman knowing that he, one day,
would be a builder of the house of God. Simon would change, in time,
to become that 'rock' of strength that the Lord would require as the new
spiritual house of God on earth would take shape.
It's interesting to note that one of the rare times when we read of the
Lord calling Simon 'Peter' is when Simon declared: "You are the Christ,
the Son of the Living God" (see Matt.16:13-18). The people who
interacted with Jesus weren't sure who He really was. But Simon had
the faith to believe that the man he had given up his nets and his boat to
follow was the Messiah. His personal experience of the Lord had
confirmed this to him.
"You are Peter, and on this rock I will build my church," was Jesus'
response to Simon's statement. The name that He had indicated Simon
would come to be known by returns, as if the Lord was indicating that
Simon was maturing in God's things. The 'Church' that the Lord referred to
was the church, which is his body (Eph.1:22-23), which would start to be
built on the Day of Pentecost and would comprise all believers in Him,
built upon the foundation of faith that Peter had just confirmed. This is a
great truth for all Christians to lay hold of: we are brought in, at the time of
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faith in Christ, to a Church of which the Lord could declare the gates of
hell shall not prevail against it. Again and again, the Scriptures teach us
that no one can be lost from the Church the Body of Christ; it is eternal. Our
salvation is forever secure. Praise God!
The Lord had yet more for Simon to understand and deeper things for him
to lay hold of by faith. Simon would eventually develop a greater
appreciation of God's purposes for a worshipping people on earth.
Accordingly, on occasions, despite giving him a new name, Jesus reverts
to calling him Simon (e.g. in Jn 21)!
Peter fulfilled!
Before He went to Calvary, Christ promised that the Holy Spirit, the Spirit
of Truth, would come and teach the disciples all things, helping them to
remember what He had taught them and leading them into all the truth
(see Jn 14:26;16:13). On the Day of Pentecost this promise was fulfilled,
and with the sound of a rushing wind and in the visible form of tongues of
fire on the heads of the group of 120, God the Spirit came to indwell
those first Christians. 1 Cor.6:19 affirms this great truth: your body is a
temple of the Holy Spirit. God continues to live with mankind on earth,
indwelling believers spiritually, confirming that they are children of God
(Rom.8:16) and seeking to lead them into the truth.
Peter shows his character on the Day of Pentecost. Would it be going too far
to suggest that Simon is finally becoming Peter at last? In Acts,
whenever Simon's name is used, it is always qualified by, who is also
called Peter. His preaching leads about 3,000 people to saving faith in
Christ; they were also taught the new way of God which prompted them to
be baptised and added to the group of 120, forming the first Church of God
in Jerusalem (see Acts 2:41-42). This group was distinctive: they had
placed their faith in Christ as Saviour, they had obeyed the Lord's
command to be baptised and they had been added to join with others who
followed the same teaching. It's important to note that it was the Lord who
added them (Acts 2:47). This was of God.
Peter explains God's new house
Peter, and the other apostles, now had a real understanding of what the
Lord had taught during the 40 days He had spent with them after His
resurrection (Acts 1:3). He had spoken to them about the Kingdom of
God, about God's desire for a precious people on earth who would
submit to His authority, who would worship and serve Him. For these
Jewish men it was a lot to take in; Israel had been designated God's
people at Sinai, but because of their disobedience, God had now taken
the Kingdom from them, fulfilling the words of the Lord recorded in
Matt.21:43. God's precious worshipping people would now be believing
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disciples joined together in Churches of God. This was God's Kingdom
now.
Peter's first letter, written about 35 years after that Pentecost day, was
an encouragement to the early Churches of God. He exhorted the saints
to be strong, to be careful with the Truth and to be wary of those false
teachers who were trying to destroy what was so special to God. 1
Pet.2:4-10 is a highlight in the Scriptures. Let's visit a portion of this
important passage together:
As you come to him, a living stone...you yourselves like living stones
are being built up as a spiritual house, to be a holy priesthood, to
offer spiritual sacrifices acceptable to God through Jesus Christ (1
Pet. 2:4-5).
■ Each individual believer is described as a living stone - a person
saved by faith in Christ, who has passed from death to life.
■ The Lord Jesus is also described as a living stone, but the later verses
quoted from Isa.28 indicate that He is also the cornerstone, chosen
and precious (1 Pet.2:6) and the head of the corner (v.7 margin). He's
the stone in the new house of God to which all other living stones are
aligned. We have a clear sense here of the need to be 'in line' with
Christ, which would indicate the requirement of each individual to
obey His commands, to own Him as Lord and accept His teaching as
it's revealed to us in God's Word.
■ Built up confirms that individuals are laid together, as stones would
be in a building, to form a structure which is known as the spiritual
house for God. This house is to be a holy priesthood, to offer up
spiritual sacrifices acceptable to God, giving God pleasure in their
spiritual service of worship, accepted through Christ the Great Priest
over the house of God (see Heb.10:19-21).
Israel's history had been dominated by the physical house of God and
the Aaronic priesthood. Peter's burden was for his fellow Jews to
appreciate that the restrictions of the physical Old Covenant had been
superseded by the freedom of the spiritual New Covenant. But Peter would
soon be taught that God's New Covenant privileges were not the preserve
of His Old Covenant people. Peter was led by God to the Gentiles who,
after hearing the good news, received salvation and were indwelt by the
Holy Spirit to prove it! Soon Churches of God were growing and
developing in countries all around the Middle East and Asia as other
apostles travelled with the message fulfilling the Lord's command of
Matt.28:18-20.
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Are you a builder for God?
If we can view Peter's maturing process in these terms, might it be fair to ask:
are you a Simon or a Peter? Peter became a great builder for God. He was
God's key man at a time when people needed to understand the new spiritual
movement. It took him time to become what God would have him be.
Maybe God is working the same way with you? As we have watched
Simon maturing I pray that we will all be like him, maturing in the things of
God and fully appreciating the wonder of God's spiritual house. It's not
enough to appreciate it; we must be part of it! It's what God desires for
every believer.
Bible quotations from ESV.
For further study:
1. What two distinct revelations did Peter receive (Matt.16:18; Acts 1:3; 1
Pet. 2:4-10)?
2. What are some of the similarities and some of the differences between
the Church the Body and the house of God?
3. Outline what is 'the pillar and ground of the truth' (1 Tim.3:15).
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BUILDERS FOR GOD
James, brother of the Lord Jesus
Unity in diversity
by David Webster, Liverpool, England
It must have been hard growing up with an older brother who never did, or
said, anything wrong! Maybe that was what turned James - and his other
brothers and sisters -against Jesus so that we read ... even his own brothers
did not believe in him (Jn 7:5). Those of us brought up in a Christian home
can sometimes fail to see the blessings of that environment, but can easily
list the difficulties and it can be the same if we have been introduced to the
house of God at an early age. James messed up his time in a God-honouring
home but, later, made sure that he and others understood the significance of
living in the Kingdom of God and it was in that way that he became a great
builder for God.
Maybe James gives us a clue to the great turn-around in his life when he
writes, My brothers, as believers in our glorious Lord Jesus Christ ...
(Jas.2:1). Glorious because of the resurrection, for not only had James,
obviously, heard about it, but the risen Jesus made a special appearance to
James as he did to Peter and, later, to Paul, too (1 Cor.15:7). It seems that
the Lord Jesus only appeared to those who believed - so the reality of who
Jesus really was must have already been dawning on James for the Lord to
make that special visit to see him.
Unlike Bezalel and Oholiab who physically constructed sacred objects for
the tabernacle, or David who amassed a fortune to pay for the temple, or
Solomon who arranged the building of his great temple, or Zerubbabel who
started again in 535 BC, James is not linked with any physical building.
You can't go to the site of James' temple and there's no heritage plaque
commemorating his architectural skills! So, in what way was James a
builder for God?
Building by leading
James has traditionally been recognised as a leader of the Jerusalem
church. When Peter was released from prison by an angel of the Lord
and interrupted the prayer meeting with the answer to their prayers in
person, he ... motioned with his hand for them to be quiet and described
how the Lord had brought him out of prison. "Tell James and the
brothers about this," he said, and then he left for another place (Acts
12:17). After his amazing conversion Paul went to Jerusalem to speak to
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Peter and James (Gal.1:18-19), and it was in this leadership role that
James' God-given skills were to be harnessed in God's building project:
redeemed people gathered together in churches of God forming the
house of God following the pattern as Moses did, using the gifts God
gave them as Bezalel and Oholiab did, giving to God as David did and
seeking to build to God's glory as Solomon and Zerubbabel did.
The blueprint for this spiritual building project had been given by the
Lord Jesus to His disciples in the days following His resurrection and
they, in turn, preached it and passed it on to others (Acts 1:3). It went
from Jerusalem to Judea and then on to Samaria. That posed the first
difficulty - was the gospel open to people who were not Jewish? The
Lord's clear answer was, "Yes," of course. That meant bringing in
people who had never been familiar with the Scriptures and the Jewish
law. What about circumcision? The food laws? Should they learn to
keep the Sabbath? There was a split in the making because some men
came down from Judea to Antioch and were teaching the brothers:
"Unless you are circumcised, according to the custom taught by Moses,
you cannot be saved" (Acts 15:1). Paul and Barnabas were the workers
on the ground and they did not agree with them. Some might have been
happy for there to emerge a Jewish church and a Gentile church with
key differences in teaching and practice. But the house of God is meant
to be the pillar and foundation of the truth not an umbrella organisation
for diverse attitudes! (1 Tim.3:15) Elders are to rule as a united body
and, as James' brother Jude puts it, disciples are to contend for the faith
that was once for all entrusted to the saints (Jude 1:3). James was able
to draw on Peter's experiences and his own knowledge of the Scriptures
and the Spirit of God used him to move God's project forward and
prevent a major split.
Building by standing
Paul writing under the inspiration of the Holy Spirit referred to James as
one of the 'pillars' of the early churches of God (Gal.2:9). A pillar is an
upright supporting post. It is a great privilege and responsibility to be one
of those in God's house which is, itself, the pillar and foundation of the
truth. James taught that patience in the face of suffering and perseverance
in the face of life's trials are ways we can stand pillar-like: You too, be
patient and stand firm, because the Lord's coming is near (Jas.5:8).The
return of the Lord Jesus and the promise of the crown of life are incentives
enough to keep on keeping on! (Jas.1:12; Jas.5:7-9)
James believed in unity in diversity; not as some would proclaim today in
which truth and error come together but in a very real practical way. James,
Peter and John agreed that Paul and Barnabas should work with the
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Gentiles while they should focus on the Jews (Gal.2:9). Paul's recollection
of the Jerusalem Conference of Acts 15 is not of schism or compromise
but of standing firm for the faith. James in summing up recognised that
God had "at first showed his concern by taking from the Gentiles a people
for himself," and then he quoted Amos in support (Acts 15:14). Even
though he himself felt called to minister to fellow Jews he recognised the
place for the Gentile believers as fellow disciples and that they should not
make it difficult for them to be part of God's spiritual house.
Building by teaching
James recognised the value of teaching! Let's beware of the current
notion that everyone is entitled to his opinion! In God's kingdom we are
built up as we learn, and we learn when we present ourselves for teaching.
The important issues for James were intensely practical ones - the nature of
temptation and its source. Consider it pure joy, my brothers, whenever you
face trials of many kinds, would make them think hard! (Jas.1:2) He
pointed them to the Word of God not to his own ideas: Do not merely
listen to the word, and so deceive yourselves. Do what it says (Jas.1:22). He
warned about the dangers of the tongue, false wisdom and evil desires. He
was concerned about brothers and sisters falling out, the future and how to
face it and the dangers of wealth. He has teaching on patience, prayer and
confession. He felt so strongly about these things that he wrote his letter,
which became part of the inspired Scriptures.
These first century issues are, of course, also twenty-first century issues.
We need to know what to do in the face of 'trials of many kinds' or our
lives of service may be derailed. We need to know what God expects from
us; James was promoting an anti-discrimination policy centuries before it
became part of our normal expectations. We can identify with the strong
warnings about what we say. Only God knows how many lives have been
ruined by slander, gossip or careless talk. Let's not do it! We need to
know the difference between what our society (James, like John, calls it
the world) regards as wise and what God's wisdom is like.
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Am I a peacemaker or a trouble maker? We certainly need to hear
warnings about the danger of amassing wealth and living in luxury and
self-indulgence while ignoring the injustice all around us. And we need
to remember that the Lord's coming is near (Jas.5:8) - keeping that in
mind will focus our minds on what we are building and sharpen ideas as
to life's priorities. James' final word in building for God is what to do
about those who have fallen down. Do we want them back? Do we just
leave them to go their own way?
My brothers, if one of you should wander from the truth and
someone should bring him back, remember this: Whoever turns a
sinner from the error of his way will save him from death and cover
over a multitude of sins (Jas.5:19-20).
Bible quotations are from NIV
For further study:
1. In what way do the events of Acts 15, under James' Spirit-led
leadership, fill out the pattern of God's New Testament house?
2. Which of the practical issues featured in the letter by James are of
major importance in church life today?
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BUILDERS FOR GOD
Paul
The wise master builder
by Brian Johnston, Leigh, England
This world has seen some famous building projects: the Great pyramid at
Giza and the Great Wall of China to name but two. Each one is
wonderfully impressive in its own way; each a testimony to human
ingenuity and enterprise; each overcoming many setbacks and challenges
in the making. But 2000 years ago, a building project which is
documented in the Acts of the Apostles eclipsed them all, and left behind
churches of God to grace the New Testament landscape.
At what cost were they produced? From the dynamic travel-diary doctor
Luke has given us of Paul the master builder in the book of Acts, we read
of dangers inherent in travel as well as from evil men; struggles in
communication with local languages, awkward misinterpretations by
those of differing worldviews; the heartbreak of exposing deceitful
workers; the crushing weight of responsibility and spiritual grief; and all
this blending into the many anxieties inherent in cross-cultural churchplanting. Beyond all this, the full cost of these structures could never be
computed. The raw material of 'living stones' (1 Pet.2:5) was quarried at
Calvary. In different locations shortly afterward, and again today, this
would lead to churches of God which he bought with the blood of his own
(Acts 20:28 lit.).
We are aware of gangsters coming to Christ, and of academics who would
later regard themselves as reluctant converts, but the case of Saul of
Tarsus (Paul) is remarkable by any standard. A Jew of impeccable pedigree,
and a Roman citizen to boot, from 'no mean city', having received a firstclass education, Saul of Tarsus seemed to be a man going somewhere.
In fact, it was while he was en route to Damascus, to vent his fury at
Christians there, that Saul encountered the risen Christ. To stare at the sun
with the naked eye easily results in blindness, but that day it was a light
above the brightness of the noon-day sun which Saul saw (Acts 9). After
that he was blind to anything this world could offer him.
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From the timing given in 2 Cor.11, Bible scholar, F.F.Bruce1 suggests
Paul's experience of being 'caught up into the third heaven' may well date
to the time between him returning to Tarsus and later being called upon
by Barnabas to exercise his teaching gift at Syrian Antioch. From this
experience in the extra-terrestrial realm Paul learned how to lean on
God's grace amid human weakness. This would prove essential for the
Antioch-based missions soon to follow in successive stages: first to Central
Asia Minor, then to the Aegean perimeter, then further afield to Illyricum
(Albania) and Rome.
To the Church of God in Philippi, the first on European soil, Paul wrote of
the 'progress' of the Gospel using a word describing the action of woodcutters who cleared the way for advancing armies. Paul was a trailblazer:
his aim was to head for 'regions beyond' (2 Cor.10:16), labouring where
no-one had previously worked. Paul moved along Roman highways (like
the Via Egnatia) as they were the main lines of communication, preaching
and planting in strategic centres. He then left to others the task of further
dissemination: Thessalonica serving as a base for further evangelization
in Macedonia; Corinth for Achaia; and Ephesus for pro-consular Asia.
Paul could both graphically portray a crucified Messiah and also be
comfortable reasoning from evidence in a workshop style, interacting with
his audience as he 'told thoroughly' (Acts 17:2). This would seem to
indicate that Paul was careful to define his terms, point to supporting
evidence, and debate with his critics - a method of this master builder for
God applicable today in societies where Christianity is again fast
becoming marginalized.
When the news of outstanding success on the first mission spread, there
was joy at Antioch, but perhaps a measure of consternation at Jerusalem. It
appears that just as Peter visited Antioch (Gal.2:11), 'troublemakers'
came from Jerusalem to unsettle the new churches in Galatia. By the time
of Acts 15 and the Jerusalem Conference, with the wisdom of a master
builder, Paul had built his winning case for the crucial debate there. The
gospel of salvation by God's grace through faith alone was preserved.
Preachers ever since have admired the wisdom of Paul's Gospel
presentation at Athens. Fundamentally biblical in its approach (the
essence of Rom.1-4 may be seen in Acts 17:22-31), this address
illustrates well the versatility of the wise master builder in being 'all
things to all men' as he engaged with these cultured pagans. For this
was no theologically heavy treatise on being found 'in Christ' by grace,
but with the persuasiveness of one who had already by this time been a
successful evangelist to the pagan world (1 Thess.l:9ff.) he showed his
familiarity with their culture by quoting their poets as points of contact
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with his audience. Paul began with creation and ended with judgement:
it was a case of 'In the beginning, God' and 'In the end, God'. When Paul
declared afterwards to the Church of God at Corinth that he had
determined to know nothing among [them] except... Christ... crucified
(1 Cor.2:2), he was not acknowledging a mistaken approach at Athens,
but as a master builder he had discerned exactly what was required for
the situation now facing him at Corinth. True, fewer responded at
Athens, but that was because of their prior commitment to a worldly
philosophy (compare the slow rate of progress today in the western
world with its dominant secularism and naturalism).
Once at Corinth, Paul described the church there as being 'God's
building' (1 Cor.3:9). It was here that Paul developed his pastoral
maturity, through having to endure power struggles. He says, like a wise
master builder I laid a foundation, and another is building on it (1
Cor.3:10). He then seems to hint that not all who built on this
foundation were building well. At the beginning of Second Corinthians,
Paul seems deflated. It appears this comes after a painful visit there
during which his authority was challenged by some, and Paul, unable to
rest, follows this up by sending them a stern (non-biblical) letter which
Titus delivered. Paul had been anxious to know how they received it
and is overjoyed to be told by Titus that the church has responded
positively (2 Cor.7:6-8). However, later it appears as if the
dissatisfaction of some there (with Paul) was again whipped up,
possibly by others arriving from Jerusalem. Masterfully, Paul by the
Spirit answers the questions put to him by the church, and by turns is
forthright and compassionate, but always passionately committed to
them.
Although many of the details are not recorded, Paul's time at Ephesus
was probably the most difficult of his missionary career. It seems likely
this is the Asian 'affliction' of which he writes in 2 Cor.1:8-10 when
testifying to God's deliverance of him and his companions 'from so
great a peril of death'. We feel for Paul grappling by correspondence
with major issues at Corinth while contending with 'many adversaries'
at Ephesus (1 Cor.16:9). But there was also a wide door for effective
service as Paul again showed his versatility by engaging with synagogue
audiences which included God-fearing non-Jews, so providing a bridgehead
to the Gentiles. Then, when indicated, Paul drew the serious contacts away
into lecture-halls or house groups (see Acts 18:7). Regarding the former,
of which we read in Acts 19, someone has guessed that in Ephesus there
would probably be more people awake at 1 a.m. than at 1 p.m., but the
lecture hall was likely only available to Paul during siesta time. However,
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it seems few slept through Paul's lectures on exploring Christianity, as the
whole of Asia heard the Word of the Lord (v. 10).
Paul, as we have seen, in writing to the church of God which is at Corinth
(1 Cor.1:2 NKJ), said to them, ...you are God's building (1 Cor.3:9NKJ),
...you are [a] temple of God (1 Cor.3:16). When writing to the Church of
God at Ephesus, he developed his building metaphor further, describing
how each several building, fitly framed together, groweth into a holy
temple in the Lord (Eph.2:21 ASV). Ordinary Greek idiom here calls for
'every building', not for 'all the building' (Robertson, Grammar2), though, in
Robertson's Word Pictures in the New Testament3, he adds: 'it is not
perfectly clear what that means'. Was Robertson thinking only in terms of
the Church the Body? If, however, we take our cue from the Corinthian
text (1 Cor.3:9), can we not see that Paul had in mind the visible unity of
local churches of God combining in the aggregate to form God's spiritual
house on earth, being 'the pillar and support of the truth' (1 Tim.3:15)?
Paul's preaching was of 'the whole purpose of God' (Acts 20:27), resulting
in companies of disciples, all baptized by immersion in water, all added
locally to church of God fellowship, all within an overall community of
interdependent churches serving everywhere according to the one original
pattern of teaching (1 Cor.4:17), and maintained under a fellowship of
elders while separated to God (Acts 14:23; 15). The whole purpose of God
was to provide in this way for a people on earth (Heb.3:6) who would
access the sanctuary in heaven (Heb.6:19) in their weekly worship at the
breaking of the bread (Heb.10:19). In this, we arrive at the very apex of
our year's study which has featured various builders who built for God,
but always according to God's own pattern, as Paul also did (2 Tim.1:13).
Paul might have been forgiven if he felt low in spirits while facing up to
the chill prospect of his final winter on earth (2 Tim.4:21). The spiritual
career which had began with a blinding light on the Damascus highway
was coming to an end in a dark dungeon in Rome. He had foreseen the
coming of 'savage wolves' (Acts 20:29) and saw much of his work washed
away like sand-castles when the tide turned against him in Asia (2
Tim.1:15). Would history ever see their like again? By the grace of God,
yes! For Paul, like the missionary returning home by ship and seeing
others being granted a grand welcome ceremony while there was no-one
at the harbour to greet him, Paul might have felt sad, but then as with that
missionary of more modern times, he too would have heard an inner voice
assuring him, "You are not home yet!" Many will swell the ranks of the
Thessalonians as forming his 'joy' and 'crown' (1 Thess.2:19) on that one
future day for which the wise master builder lived his life: the day of
Christ (Phil.1:6).
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Biblical quotations from NASB unless otherwise stated
For further study:
1. Which of Paul's gospel presentation ideas and church-planting
strategies are particularly suited to a) the west and b) the east today?
2. Identify a key purpose of God's house on earth.
3. How do the spiritual metaphors of stones, buildings and temple
combine to give the complete biblical picture of God's spiritual house in
this present age?
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Walking the talk
Separated to God
An interview with Marlyn Olitao, Tagum, Philippines
We first got to know Marlyn and Samuel four years ago as a devoted
Christian couple in the Philippines. Recently, we asked Marlyn to share
something of their Christian background.
Marlyn: I was raised in a large Southern Baptist family and personally took
the Lord Jesus as my Saviour at age nine, being baptized the following
year. I was to discover the challenge of separation early in life when my
parents split up and I spent my early teen years in an orphanage at Cotabato.
Perhaps God even then was preparing me for other kinds of separation I
was still to experience.
And Sam was also a Baptist...
Marlyn: Yes, we married in 1979, and 21 years later Sam fell sick.
Throughout all our struggles with his stroke, weak liver function, prostate
cancer and diabetes, the Lord's personal promise, I will not forsake nor
ever leave you (Heb.13:5) was a real comfort. When we took our marriage
vows, we said, 'in sickness and health'. They were only words then. But
later I had to learn what they meant in practice. It's a painful thing; the
most painful thing in marriage. There were many ups and downs during
those trying years, but we didn't stop trusting the Lord. San rested on the
promise of Ps.73:26: though my heart and flesh fail, God is the strength
of my life.
And how did you first hear about the Churches of God?
Marlyn: One of Sam's Baptist associates gave him a set of seminar notes
from Davao City in 2003. Sam's response was: "It's doctrinally good, but
what is the practice?" We set about finding out. What we found was a
pattern in God's Word for our service. We had been Baptist in style until this
point, but here was something that was so much more than style: it was
an actual pattern for how to serve God - one which we saw being put into
practice in Tagum City, Davao del Norte, in Mindanao in the Church of
God there. We were convinced this was more than mere words then, but
couldn't persuade our mission group. They begged us not to leave them. It
was a hard separation. We told them, "We will keep coming, but will bring
Church of God teaching." But sad to say they did not want this.
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Are you still close to your Baptist family relatives?
Marlyn: Yes, but we now serve the Lord in separate ways. They have
asked why we no longer attend the usual annual conventions which we
had previously joined in with all the family. They said we had broken the
family circle. We answered, "We have found further truth in the Church
of God." They asked what this new practice was. "Oh, I will tell you," I
said. "We now break bread every first day of the week in churches of God
which are interdependent one on another, and where all the ladies in the
church cover their heads and do not lead the worship ..." Then they said to
us, "You are on the right track!" When my sister later invited me to go to
listen to my best friend who was the speaker at the women's convention
in the place I was staying, I knew the Lord didn't want me to go even
though she was my best friend.
On 16 November 2007, the Lord called Sam home. How hard an
experience was that for you?
Marlyn: Very. I lost my advisor in life. In all my anxieties especially
through his sickness, and when I was down, Sam would say things like,
"Don't worry, pray," and, "God will provide for you, because you are His
child," and "God wouldn't have permitted it, if you couldn't carry it."
There's a song we used to sing: 'As I walk along I just keep trusting the
Lord and he gives me a song.'
I sang to Sam when he lay dying in the hospital. He opened his eyes. "Are
you looking for me, Sam? I'm here." Then I told him, "If you can see the
Lord, just go with Him. If the Lord will really take you from me, don't
worry, we will stay serving the Lord." He straightened up. "Are you
going?" I asked. Then he closed his eyes and breathed his last. This
separation has been the hardest, but I really know that nothing can separate
me from the love of God which is in Christ Jesus our Lord. These also are
words whose meaning I have really learnt.
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Defenders of the Faith
Avoiding woolly thinking
by Peter Hickling, Cromer, England
On the 'head' side of a British coin there is the inscription ‘Elizabeth II
Dei Gra Reg Fid Def.’ This stands for Dei Gratia Regina Fidei
Defensor; 'By the Grace of God Queen, Defender of the Faith'. The
Queen takes the title Defender of the Faith because she is the head of
the Church of England, a position first taken by Henry VIII at the time
of the Reformation. We may not agree with the theology, but she takes
her position seriously, believing that she has been called by God to the
responsibilities of monarchy.
However, in an interview in 1994, Prince Charles, the heir to the
Crown, said that he wanted to be 'Defender of Faith', rather than 'the
Faith'. Charles said he wanted to be the defender of belief 'of the divine
in existence, the pattern of the divine which is, I think, in all of us but
which, because we are human beings, can be expressed in so many
different ways.' In speaking like this he was recognising that there are
many people of other beliefs among his future subjects, and he was
appealing for peace and co-operation between them. This is very
laudable; hatred of others is evil, and is specifically forbidden to
Christians (Matt.5:43). However, the thinking is woolly; faith must be
in some specific thing. In the case of the Christian faith, it is in a
particular Person, Jesus Christ, who He is, and what He has done. 'The
Faith' is 'the apostles' teaching' (Acts 2:42), communicated to them by
the Lord Himself (Acts 1:3). It is logically impossible to defend two
inconsistent beliefs. For instance, it is part of the Christian faith that the
Lord Jesus was God and man together, who was delivered up for our
trespasses and raised for our justification (Rom.4:25), while Muslims
refer to Abraham, and Ishmael, and Isaac, and Jacob...and that which
Moses and Jesus received…We make no distinction between any of
them (Al-Baqarah, 2:136-137). They do not believe that He was raised
from the dead, still less in a redemptive work.
A similar controversy has been raised more recently. In 2007 138
Muslim leaders wrote an open letter to the Pope, the Archbishop of
Canterbury and 'Leaders of Christian Churches everywhere', asking that
Christians should 'come together with us on the common essentials of
our two religions'. These were stated to be 'the Unity of God, love of
Him, and love of the neighbour'. The Archbishop, Dr. Williams,
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responded with a statement A Common Word for the Common Good' in
July 2008. Much that he says is a valid and detailed exposition of
Scripture. He takes up particularly the Christian conviction of the love
of God and agrees that its consequence should be love for others.
However, he places little emphasis on the redemptive work of Christ; as
the apostle Paul put it, ... the Son of God, who loved me and gave
himself for me (Gal.2:20). Both authors agree that neither faith justifies
the use of force to promote the one, or to prohibit the other. Regrettably,
history shows that right up to today faith has been used as the pretext
for war, terrorism and oppression. Even among the signatories to the
first letter there are some Muslim countries in which the promotion of
the Christian faith is illegal.
Dr. Williams goes on to refer to 'holding fast to our truth claims whilst
rejecting violence', saying that this will 'serve the cause of social unity'.
This too is praiseworthy, but the Faith is not to be used as a means to
social ends; rather, they flow from it. We are not heirs to the throne, but
it is our duty, without being deflected by trends in opinion, to contend
for the faith that was once for all delivered to the saints (Jude 3).
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Honour or shame
Which will it be?
by Martin Jones, Toronto, Canada
21st century Western culture encourages each to shamelessly pursue
their '15 minutes of fame'. 'Shame' and 'honour' were never far from the
mind of the ancient Jew, Greek or Roman, nor far below the surface of our
Bible - but in different senses.
The following table summarises just some of the ways that shame and
honour could be obtained:
Honour

Shame

Ascribed by

Parentage
Adoption into a
family
Appointment to a
position
Hometown (Tarsus Acts 21:39)
King (Est.6:6)

Parentage
King or God
Judge (for breaking law)
Peers (Lk.6:22)
By hometown (Nazareth - Jn
1:46)

Achieved by

Benefaction (e.g.
Matt.6:2)
Military prowess
(2 Tim.4:7-8)

Act of folly or cowardice
One's own blood being shed
Losing or not responding to
a 'challenge'

An individual's shame reflected badly on the family and the whole
community - so there could be violent repercussions, even as far as death.
(We still see this in so-called 'honour killings' today in some societies).
Because of the communal impact, anything done in secret was
automatically assumed to involve wrongdoing. (This could explain Jesus'
trial defence, in Jn 18:2, that he did nothing in secret).
God was the ultimate source of honour and it was thought to be
available in limited quantities! Anyone who acquired honour therefore
had to have taken it from someone else - compare John the Baptist's
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assertion that "He (Jesus) must become greater; I must become less."
(Jn 3:30).
Honour had to be ascribed by others; assuming it for oneself would
usually be challenged publicly. (Could this explain why the Lord made
few claims about his true status, but never refused others' genuine
worship?)
Themes of honour and shame can be seen throughout Jesus' life. He
completed numerous 'challenge/riposte' cycles with the Pharisees. The
challenges were questions designed to trip Jesus up and cause him to
lose face (e.g. "What is the greatest commandment?"). But Jesus' skilful
answers meant that eventually no-one dared to ask him any more
questions (Lk.20:40) - clearly the risk to their honour was too great!
Jesus was prepared to sacrifice worldly honour when eating with tax
collectors and sinners (Matt.9:11), breaking the elders' traditions
(Matt.15:1-2), and associating with Samaritans (Jn 4). Even so, Jesus
was accumulating so much honour that the leaders of the day out of
envy handed Him over to Pilate to be killed (Mk.15:10).
Jesus' teaching often used shame/honour concepts to grab attention. The
prodigal son had brought shame on his family by his actions, and the
hearers would instinctively side with the 'other son' - yet Jesus revealed
the father's shocking response to be right. Jesus' command to love our
enemies, instead of regaining lost honour by taking an eye for an eye,
was also a very radical message.
The New Testament writers seem agreed that the key sub-text of the
cross was shame, not pain - unlike the provocative film 'The Passion of
the Christ'. So the focus was on spitting at, and striking of, the head
(usually most honoured body part), insults, and ridicule by giving him
the 'trappings' of a king - and most of all, the shame of the apparent
forsaking of the Son by the Father.
And yet, amazingly, the Lord for the joy set before him endured the
cross, scorning its shame (Heb.12:2). Paradoxically shame has been
turned to honour in God's plan. Jesus even chided the two on the
Emmaus road, "Did not the Christ have to suffer these things and then
enter His glory? " (Lk.24:26).
Believers today will likely lose this world's honour if they serve the
Lord faithfully. Yet God has promised us something more valuable,
saying, "Those who honour me I will honour" (1 Sam.2:30) and anyone
who trusts in him will never be put to shame (Rom.10:11).
Biblical quotations are from NIV
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Impact in India
Developments in Andhra
Brian Tugwell, Liverpool, England
It was disappointing, really. It had been hoped that 50 would attend a
seminar held at Hyderabad. Instead, only 23 showed for the 3-day study.
The seminar was entitled 'Called to Service' and outlined God's call to
salvation, and into the community of the churches of God. However, one
man was thrilled by the truth of eternal security, and knowing it was not
being taught in the Godavri Delta District he spread the message. His wife
declared, "He's gone mad!" - such was the enthusiasm with which he
conveyed it to fellow believers. Many were convinced, but that was not
enough, for the teaching he had received about churches of God forming
the house of God gripped him even more. Today there are six church
companies in his neighbourhood.
I recall one meeting where he gathered believers to hear the foreign
missionaries call them to 'The way of God' (Acts 18:26; see Acts 9:2; 19:9
etc.). At the end individuals testified their response to the teaching. One
brother said: "I have discovered about living stones being built up to form
a spiritual house. I want to be part of that. The house of God is liable to
judgement and must be a separate entity from the Church the Body of
Christ." I marvelled that this revelation could be received in so short a
time. That brother travelled the seventeen kilometres to the church to
which he was added for some years, but had an earnest desire for souls;
and it was not long before he had gathered 40 or so from his village. This
community was formed from two castes and it was delightful to see the two
combine in loving expression of being one in Christ. Their hearts,
however, were set on the earthly unity of local churches joined together
having the same pattern, and they pleaded for the planting of a church of
God in their village. They met for a while in a small mud hut until a more
substantial building was erected. As is the practice the hall was opened with
prayer and all the saints marching around inside singing, "Holy, Holy,
Holy." Then all were led outside but, in unison, the sisters ran back in and
fell to their knees in prayer. That was a sight that proves hard to forget.
The sisters had their own way of dedicating the hall!
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Seventeen kilometres in another direction was a retired schoolmaster, who
had won the prestigious and much coveted 'Best Teacher of the Year
Award', receiving his presentation from the President of India himself.
During discussions about this 'new' teaching spreading in the Delta the
schoolmaster had received a copy of the booklet 'Ye that are Christ's',
with its winsome outline of the doctrines of 'the faith once for all delivered
to the saints'. As he read the material, realisation dawned on him that he had
received a copy of the same booklet 20 years previously and had been
teaching its contents to his congregation for those many years. Now he
could be part of the wider Fellowship by joining churches of God, and
arrangements were made to spend time ensuring his congregation held the
truths he delighted in. They did indeed, and a church planting soon
followed.
It was thought necessary to have a hymn book in the Telegu language and
the researching brother read the preface from 'Psalms, Hymns and
Spiritual Songs', the English hymn book used by churches of God.
Perhaps from this more than anything else at the time, this brother caught a
vision of a people worshipping their God as a holy priesthood. It
revolutionised his approach, and he faithfully selected appropriate hymns
that enhanced the worship of the assemblies in Andhra.
God is still visiting the Gentiles to take out of them a people for His
name (Acts 15:14).
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